Yankee Publishing Incorporated
July 1, 1986
Harry Goodridge
146 Russell
Rockport, ME 04856
Dear Sir:
Enclosed please find twelve photographs and negatives of Andre that you
sent us recently. The article had to be transfered to a later issue. Work
ing material was made from your prints to enable us to return them to you.
Thank you for sharing them with us, they are really wonderful.
Sincerely,

Martha Hall

Main Street, Dublin, New Hampshire 03444 • (603) 563-8111
Publishers of: Yankee Magazine, est. 1935: The Old Farmer's Almanacfk), est. 1792; New England Business Magazine, est. 1953;
Yankee Magazine's Travel Guide to New England, est. 1971; Yankee Homes, est. 1985; ALASKA® Magazine, est. 1935.
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Lobster War Erupts
The latest flare-up in the more-than200-year-old maritime boundary
dispute between Maine and New
Hampshire occurred late this summer
when a Maine marine patrol
confiscated fifty-seven lobster traps set
by New Hampshire lobstermen at the
mouth of the Piscataqua River,
claiming the traps were in Maine
territory.
Hoping to ease tension and to gain a
better understanding of the problem,
Maine Governor Joseph Brennan and
New Hampshire Governor Hugh
Galien took a boat ride to the troubled
waters. The governors expressed
optimism that an amicable solution to
the border controversy could be
reached. A hearing on the confiscation
was scheduled in Kittery District
Court for later in the year.
In 1977, the U.S. Supreme Court, in
an effort to put an end to the dispute,
created a borderline which, to this day,
is discernible only on navigation
charts. Neither state has been willing
to spend the money necessary to erect
markers which would give fishermen
precise points for fixing their positions
and which might very well be the only
way to prevent future disagreements.
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Gas From Canada To
Heat Maine?
A partial solution to the energy crunch
in Maine may lie in the natural gas
deposits of western Canada.
According to Ralph H. Gelder,
chairman of the Maine Public Utilities
Commission, a plan by a Canadian
company to pipe gas from Alberta to
Quebec and the Maritime Provinces
could result in two-thirds of Maine
having access to the fuel source by
1985. A Boston-based firm, Algonquin
Gas Transmision Co., has expressed an
interest in extending the proposed
pipeline from New Brunswick
southward to New England.
The linkup between the Canadian
and American conduits would occur
near Woodland, Maine. The projected
line would then head in a
southwesterly direction toward
Bangor, from where it would follow an
electric-line right of way through
Dixmont, Gray, and Gorham before
crossing into New Hampshire and
southern New England.
“It wouldn’t be cheap gas,” said
Gelder, “but we’ve got to get away from
heating oil. I would far rather be
dependent on natural gas from Canada
than on oil from OPEC.”
A Canadian energy official noted
that the theoretical useful life of a
pipeline is about twenty-five years.

Andre Honored
Andre the Seal, Rockport’s best-known
resident, was once again in the
spotlight this fall as he received the
Rockport-Camden-Lincolnville
Chamber of Commerce’s Townsperson
of the Year Award. Accompanied by
his longtime trainer and corecipient of
the award, Harry Goodridge, Andre
made a special trip from his Rockport
Harbor pen to the dining room of the
Whitehall Inn in Camden to accept a
medallion in honor of his contribution
to the area’s tourist-oriented economy.
Governor Joseph Brennan, who was
unable to attend the ceremony, sent a
telegram which read in part:
“Congratulations, Andre. For too long
you have not received the recognition
you deserve. I think I am in a position to
tell you that you have more fans and
supporters than you may know, believe
me, because I have heard from them
all.”
Earlier this year, Brennan caused a
storm of protest when he criticized
state journalists for sometimes

emphasizing cute stories, such as those
about Andre, over serious news about
government. Ever since, the governor
has been trying to regain favor with
the eighteen-year-old seal. After the
telegram was read to him, Andre
hissed into the microphone, indicating
that he might still harbor some
resentment toward his erstwhile
detractor in Augusta.
The telegram, referring to
statements made by Goodridge in
September that he was considering
having Andre winter in Portland
instead of at the New England
Aquarium in Boston when the Maine
city completes a new aquarium,
continued: “I hope you do decide to
become a full-time, year-round Maine
resident. Maybe I can show you around
Portland sometime.”
Andre entertained the standingroom-only audience with some tricks
from his saltwater repertoire, and then
departed for what Goodridge termed
“a night on the bay.”
71

Andre breaks record
Andre the seal relaxes in his cage at Rockport Saturday after swimming from Massachusetts to Maine in
record time. Andre received a warm welcome from his

friend and trainer, Harry Goodridge, who is standing
closest to the distinguised summer visitor. Story on Page
17- (NEWS Photo by Michael McGuire)
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Andre back, sets a record
Bv Michael McGuire
NEWS Correspondent

ROCKPORT — It was a surprised town and an
astonished Harry Goodridge on Saturday morn
ing, when word began to filter out that Andre the
seal was, indeed, home.
Goodridge, Andre’s trainer, had received no
word of sightings of the seal as he swam up the
coast from Marblehead, Mass., where he was
released after a winter at the New England
Aquarium in Boston. Earlier in the week,
Goodridge had refused to speculate on the
number of days it would take the harbor seal to
make the journey.
His return was so unexpected, in fact, that the
pen which houses the famous seal during the
summer was not fully prepared. Goodridge
quickly had to round up the seal’s toys, which in
clude a bright yellow ball, a basketball hoop and
a tire suspended across the pen, through which
Andre leaps.
Andre’s swim from Marblehead set a new
record this year with but 65 hours elapsing from
start to finish. Last year the seal impressed his
fans with an 82-hour trip. While there had been
some speculation that Andre’s heavier weight
this year might result in a longer swim, Anare
certainly seemed oblivious to any extra poun
dage as he plied the waters at an average 2.8
miles an hour.
Crew members of a sailboat docked at the
town landing said Andre emerged from the
water about 8:30 a.m. Saturday anaproceeded to
rest on a float adjacent to Rockport Marine.
Apparently the seal was not aware of the
sailboat, since Goodridge explained that the seal
is usually wary of such vessels. Motorpowered

boats don’t seem to upset the playful seal, but as
the wind caused a sail to flutter nearby; Andre
moved closer to the water’s edge in his pen.
By 11 a.m., word had spread of Andre’s return
and the parking lot at the public landing filled
quickly with reporters and Andre’s many fans,
all of whom sported cameras. Young people call
ed to the celebrated seal but got no response
from him.
Goodridge plucked some alewives from a
bucket and tried to tempt Andre into taking a bit,
but no luck.
____ _
“He’s got to be tire<Tout from the swim,”
Goodridge said.
To be sure, the veteran harbor entertainer
would not even raise a flipper in greeting. He
merely blinked lazily and seemed quite content
to relax in the sun.
Goodridge tried, as he has for six years to pry
from the seal the secret of Andre’s return to
Rockport.
“How do you find your way back? ” he asked.
Andre simply turned away, silently.
The Saturday morning return audience was
denied a display of antics on the part of Andre
Saturday morning but Goodridge suggested that
they all come back later in the day.
Andre will be 18 on May 16. Rather than
celebrate with a party or doing something
special, people will most likely find the veteran
seal-actor putting on his nightly show at harbor’s
edge.
As she turned to leave, one woman waved to
Andre, still sleeping in the sun, then turned to her
little girl.
“Summer is almost here if Andre is home.”
she said.
•>
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SEAL OF APPROVAL — Maine's Gov. Joseph Brennan fed Rockport's famous
harbor resident a snack Wednesday. Brennan was making amends to Andre and owner
Harry Goodridge for remarks he made two years ago. when Brennan said Andre re
ceived more publicity than his budget. Andre seemed to accept the apology, and per
formed various tricks for the governor. The seal gave a sign of approval for the Dem
ocratic party, (see story on Page 14)
Staff Photo by Slefinger

Political backbiting?
Gov. Joseph Brennan, who once com
plained that Andre the seal gets more pub
licity than he does, hoped to make amends
with Andre in a visit Tuesday. As Andre
nips the leg of his trainer, Harry Goodrich,

the governor contemplates the rigors of the
campaign trail. But when it was all over,
Brennan reported that "Andre harbored no
bad feelings ... I may have sealed the elec
tion right there.” Story, Page 13. (UPI)

Joe and Andre
Governor Brennan castigated the media
for failure to concentrate on "important”
subjects. What is his definition of impor
tant? Andre and his story are precious to
the people of Maine (and all New Eng
land).
Our minds and our hearts need dessert,
just as our bodies need "apple pie”. If Gov
ernor Brennan can’t understand this, he is
the loser. Without some sentiment in our
lives anxiety would deprive us of any joy.
Clifton and Mary C. Bruce
Standish

Anthropomorphically speaking
Unreported in any newspaper, as far as we
know, was the response of Gov. Joseph Brennan
to a question put to him during a regular
Augusta press conference by NEWS Augusta
bureau chief Davis Rawson.
“Governor,” asked Rawson, “a few months
ago after you misjudged the popularity of An
dre the seal and devalued his newsworthiness,
and people got mad, you pledged to make a per
sonal visit to Andre in order to patch things
up.”
“Yes,” the governor acknowledged.
“Then,” continued newsman Rawson, “are
you ever going to follow through on your pledge,
or is it just another broken promise?”
Although the governor did pledge anew that
he would visit Andre as a demonstration of ap
preciation for Andre’s high standing in the
popularity polls, he has yet to make good on this
particular promise.
The governor had best get cracking.

Andre, who never was a run-of-the-mill seal
when the governor said he was getting too
many headlines, has just been elevated to per
sonage.
That’s right. The Camden Chamber of Com
merce has named Andre “Townsperson of the
Year,” along with his trainer Harry Goodridge.
Not only is this an accomplishment unparall
eled in the annals of sealdom, but it is just the
kind of recognition and public exposure that
fosters political careers.
We wonder.
Now that Andre is no longer wintering in the
Bay State and has taken on full permanent
residency in Maine, is he after a bigger kettle of
fish?
Augusta’s career politicians ought to keep an
eye on Andre. His arfable nature, his new civic
stature and his incredible grass roots populari
ty could make him a force to be reckoned with
come the next gubernatorial election.
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Andre the seal Ipft Marblehead Wednesday for his annual journey to Maine. Story, Page 18.
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Andre gets
t>
companion
for swim
ROCKPORT, Maine (AP)
— When Andre the seal sets
out May 2 on his springtime
swim along the New
England coast, it could turn
out to be the last time he
performs the feat alone.
There are plans afoot to
see if a year-old harbor seal
will be able to duplicate An
dre’s 160mile annual swim
from Marblehead, Mass., to
his summer home along the
Maine coast.
The first step is to have
the young seal, Cabot Spot,
join the 17-year-old Andre in
his floating pen in Rockport
harbor.
Like Andre, Cabot Spot is
an orphan, said Carla
Skinder, an animal techni
cian at the New England
Aquarium in Boston, where
Andre spends his winters.
Cabot Spot was brought to
the aquarium last May by a
family named Cabot after
being discovered, apparent
ly abandoned.

^may
7^nOther
Seal
follow Andre
ROCKPORT (AP) — When Andre the seal sets out May
2 on his springtime swim along the New England coast, it
could turn out to be the last time he performs the feat
alone.
There are plans afoot to see if a year-old harbor seal
will be able to duplicate Andre’s 160mile annual swim
from Marblehead, Mass., to his summer home along the
Maine coast.
The first step is to have the young seal, Cabot Spot, join
the 17-year-old Andre in his floating pen in Rockport
harbor.
Like Andre, Cabot Spot is an orphan, said Carla Skind
er, an animal technician at the New England Aquarium in
Boston, where Andre spends his winters.
Cabot Spot was brought to the aquarium last May by a
family named Cabot after being discovered, apparently
abandoned, near the family’s summer home on North
Haven Island in Penobscot Bay, Ms. Skinder explained.
The lingering question is whether Cabot Spot will pick
up Andre’s homing habits.
“That's what we’ve been kicking around,” said Harry
A. Goodridge, Andre’s trainer. “I’m all for it. He’s very
goodnatured; they’ll probably get along fine.”
The exact time of Andre’s May 2 departure will be gov
erned by the tides. Last year he made the trip in a record
three-and-a-half days, but one swim took ttaiw-weeks.
Andre tips the scales at just over 200 pounds, and Ms.
Skinder says “he’s a little heavier this year. But he’s in
fine shape.”

Andre io Have
Sidekick For Trip
ROCKPORT — This seacoast
town’s honorary harbormaster, Andre
the Seal, will have the company of a
fellow orphan this summer.
A year-old harbor seal, Cabot Spot,
will join Andre in his floating pen this
summer, with the aim that Cabot Spot
will learn to swim from Massachusetts
to Rockport each spring as Andre has
done for the past few years. Cabot
Spot was brought to the New England
Aquarium in Boston last May.
The trek from Marblehead, Mass, to
Rockport is 160 miles, and Andre is
reaching the age where he soon may
no longer be able to swim the dis
tance. Andre already is flown back to
Boston each fall.
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Staff Photo by Stanley Forman

Old pro Andre, right, fraternizes with young sidekick Cabot Spot.

They’ve charted new deal for Andre Seal
By BOB CREAMER

Staff Writer
Andre the Seal doesn’t know it
yet but sometime next month, after
his annual swim from Marblehead
to Rockport, Me., he’ll be joined by a
special summer guest.
Cabot Spot, baby but an orphan
like himself, will arrive by van and
settle in Andre’s harbor retreat.
If they hit it off, like father and
son, someday they might swim
north together on summer vacation.
But for now, portly Andre and
little Spot are frolicking in their
winter quarters at the New Eng
land Aquarium.
About May 2, middle-aged
Andre will be driven to Marblehead
and plunked into the harbor for his
sixth annual 160-mile swim to Rock
port where his adopted dad, Harry

Goodridge, will have him until fall
when he flies back to Boston.
Now 18 and weighing 250
pounds, Andre could zip up in three
or four days or, depending on
events en route, take a couple of
weeks.
Once he’s settled in his Rockport
harbor pen, Spot will be flown up to
join him.
Carla Skinder, who mothers the
seals at the aquarium, has her fin
gers crossed. The little guy isn’t
even trained yet and a lot depends
on how he gets along with Andrew
and Goodridge.
But the two seals have a lot in
common. Both were abandoned at
infancy by their mothers and ended
up, fortunately, at the aquarium.
About a year ago, Mrs. Walter
Cabot of Dover noticed a baby seal

in trouble on a rock in Pulpit Har
bor near her summer place at North
Haven, Me.
“There was no mother around,”
recalled Ms. Skinder, “so the Cabots
called us and asked what to do.”
The orphan was flown to Boston
and his good life began.
“He wouldn’t have survived on
his own,” Ms. Skinder said. “They
can’t help themselves alone, and he
would have starved, a slow and
painful death.”
He spent the first month inside
the aquarium, fattening up on a
special formula before joing the
other seals in their outside pool.
Except for a bout of the seal pox,
which is like chicken pox, he “ad
justed well,” Ms. Skinaer said, and
is now a thriving, 100-pounder—so
thriving he’s on a diet.

The pox marks left him scarred a
bit and that’s how he got the name
Cabot Spot.
Andre had a summer guest once
before, a pretty young thing called
Smoke. There was hope they’d
breed but, Ms. Skinder said, “there
was no success we know of. How
ever, they were great friends.”
“Andre needs some companion
ship and we feel a male will be bet
ter. Females tend to disappear.”
Nobody knows now whether
Andre and Spot will swim up to
gether next year. “It all depends on
now they get along,” said Ms.
Skinder.
Meanwhile, at the aquarium seal
pool, a first may be in the making.
One female seal is very fat and
looks pregnant. And another little
orphan, rescued three weeks ago in
Beverly, is up to 47 pounds and has
just joined the others in the pool.
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Brennan on press:
Just too much Andre
BY PETER SLOCUM
ORONO (AP) — Gov. Joseph E. Brennan,
in his first appearance before a media audi
ence as governor, took Maine newspapers to
task Friday for spending too much time on
Andre the seal, and not enough time on court
reform.
"There should always be a place on the
front page for the interesting, bright, human
interest story,” Brennan told the spring meet
ing of the Maine Press Association.
"But in the end, it won’t affect the progress
of our state government, it won’t change your
local property tax rate or the quality of your
local fire department one bit if Andre reaches
Rockport.”
Brennan likened the coverage of Andre the
seal to newspaper attitudes or emphasis in
state government reporting. He complained
that too much attention is given to such
issues as asexualization for sex offenders —
a bill that was going nowhere from the begin
ning — while more substantive issues are vir
tually ignored.
The governor was slightly late for the
speaking engagement because the state plane
developed fuel line trouble as it was about to
take off from the Augusta airport So a small
er, single-engine plane was chartered to fly
Brennan north.
Brennan’s remarks following the dinner ap
peared to be a defense of his low-key style,
which has come in for criticism during his
first hundred days in office.
"Do I as governor have the responsibility
to make exciting copy? Should I call people
names?”
Brennan’s audience consisted of reporters,
editors and executives of the state’s newspa
pers.
He suggested they pay their reporters

better and commit greater resources to cover
age of the statehouse.
"The Maine press have made heavy capital
investments in new technology to speed up
and simplify production. But there has been
no corresponding investment, on any large
scale, in more staff in order to improve the
product,” he said.
The new governor also complained that
newspapers depend too much on wire ser
vices, whose reporters tend to be overloaded
and unfamiliar with Maine issues. "In fact,
half of the wire service reporters at the
statehouse today weren’t even there when I
became a candidate for governor just 16
months ago.”
In an interview in route to the press associ
ation dinner, Brennan said he believes his
treatment on the editorial pages of the states’
newspapers has generally been fair. But he
has been stung by criticism that his adminis
tration is not "exciting enough.”
Earlier U.S. Rep. Olympia J. Snowe told
the MPA she supports President Carter’s plan
to tax windfall oil company profits resulting
from decontrol of domestic crude oil prices.
Describing oil price deregulation as inev
itable, Mrs. Snowe saidthat a windfall profits
tax is needed to assure development of new
sources of energy.
In her luncheon address at the MPA’s
spring meeting, the Republican congresswo
man outlined her impressions of her first 95
days in office.
She said Americans have lost confidence in
government, and in some cases their loss of
faith was justified.
"We’ve reached the crisis point of over-reg
ulation . . . It’s a hidden, an uncontrollable
tax on the American people,” she said.
See BRENNAN
Back page this section

Brennan
As an example, Mrs. Snowe
said private industry spends
more than $24 billion a year
to fulfill the paperwork re
quirements associated with
government regulations.

FROM PAGE 1----------------

to non-elected members of
government.

In too many cases, deci
sions are not being made by
the people who were elegfed
to make decisions, she said.
She said she would support
One way to carry out such a
a balanced budget proposal
because "Congress needs that reform, she said, would be to
give Congress the power to
incentive to limit spending.”
veto any regulation promul
Congress is not always gated by a government
lice itself or what it, agency before that regulation
has created ... A takes effect.
budget would set
the pie.”
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Don’t hasslewith Andre
AUGUSTA (AP) — Stop
picking on Andre the seal,
Gov. Joseph E. Brennan was
warned Thursday.
"Every county should have
an Andre, it’s like having
your own Maine Publicity
Bureau,” Rep. Wayne Gray,
R-Rockland, told the House of
Representatives, answering
Brennan’s remarks of a week
ago at a Maine Press Associa
tion dinner in Orono.
At the dinner, Brennan
took Maine newspapers to
task for spending too much
time on light-hearted features
and not enough time on seri
ous issues.
"In the end,” said Brennan,
"it won’t affect the progress
of our state government, it
won’t change your local prop

erty tax rate or the quality of
your local fire department
one bit if Andre reaches
Rockport.”
Rockport Harbor is where
the seal spends summers, en
tertaining tourists.
Gray, the area’s representa
tive, countered, "There is
room for argument there.
There is no question but what
Andre has considerable effect
upon the local economy.”
Gray said Andre’s "long-run
ning act” draws tourists who
pump dollars into the econ
omy and thereby he helps
fund local services.
"His presence is felt
throughout not only the
county, but the state, and
we’re pleased to have him,”
said Gray.
J

Down the Short Rope__
By Nancy Griffin

No Fish Story
Camden's own singer and
writer of traditional-type songs,
Gordon Bok, has a song called
“Peter Kagan and the Wind," a
beautifully-told story of a fisher
man’s battle with the elements,
punctuated by a haunting musical
chorus.
The song is based on the legend
of the seal people. This legend
says that seals have the power to
change into people, and once hav
ing become human, must never
again enter the salt water or they
lose their human forms and
become seals once again.
The legend, according to Bok, is
prevalent among sea-faring folk
from Nova Scotia to Greenland.
The people in the villages often
know, it is said, just who the seal
people among them are. What is
not described in the song or its
recorded introduction, is whether
or not the villagers recognize the
seals that live among them.
This is why Governor Joseph
Brennan was taking a terrible risk

two weeks ago when he used
Rockport's beloved honorary har
bormaster, Andre, as an example
of the unimportant stories that fill
the news columns in lieu of “real
issues,”
The Governor made his
remarks to a gathering of the
Maine Press Association, even
though several members seated
there cover Andre's antics annual
ly in their mid-coast publications.
Their reactions were predic
table. The Governor has been
criticized repeatedly in print since
the speech for all the obvious
reasons. Andre’s popularity with
tourists and residents, and the
goodwill his story spreads are in
valuable in terms of p.r. and
human interest, and the like.
The faithful seal that returns
annually from his winter home in
the Boston Aquarium, swimming
up the coast to rejoin his mentor,
Rockport's real harbormaster,
Harry Goodridge, has captured
the hearts and imaginations of
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many. In fact. Andre began his
sixth spring journey from
Marblehead to Maine yesterday.
But that is not the point.
The point is that Joe Brennan is
from Portland, which is a seacoast
city just full of fishermen, and Joe
Brennan is Irish, a sea-faring lot if
there ever was. Now, given that
combination and the fact that Joe
surely has ears and might even
have heard Bok's musical version
of the seal legend somewhere
along the line, wouldn't you think
he'd have been more careful?
While you will find no mention
of the seal people in any of the re
cent newspaper accounts of
Governor Joe's faux pas, that is
due to even hard-boiled reporters’
very human fears of being con
sidered superstitious.
Being fearless, I can now break
the news. All we residents of the
mid-coast area are quite certain
that Andre is one of those seals
(turn to poge 5, please)
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(continued from page 4)

who became a person and then for
some reason unbeknownst to us,
returned to the sea and sealdom.
Now, Andre is supposed to be
16 years old, but the legend is not
clear about how old a seal is when
he returns to the water. If he was
an X9-year-old man, does he
become an 89-year-old seal, or
does he start out fresh and new
and young? We don't know these
answers and this is why you nfcver
read any speculation about just
who Andre might be (or have
been, whichever is proper).
It's apparent that Andre isn't
just any seal. Why else would he
come swimming up the coast
every spring, right back to
Rockport Harbor. Just to gel fish

from Harry? Hardly. Fish he can
gel anywhere, anytime.
No. Andre returns among us
for a reason. A deep, un
fathomable reason, an ancient
story locked in the mute body of a
friendly seal. The people of the
mid-coast area understand this,
that the playful mammal who
chooses to cavort in their midst
holds a secret — perhaps tragic,
perhaps romantic — but forever
to be unknown to mere mortals. Is
it any wonder he is taken so
seriously?
So, watch it. Governor Joe. We
don't know who Andre really is.
He might be Irish and he might be
a politician.

Andre7
(Continued from Page One)

ANDRE AND ERWIN — Erwin Kreuz, the German visitor who visited Bangor
instead of San Francisco in October of 1977, meets Andre, Rockport’s famous honorary
Harbormaster. Andre’s trainer Harry Goodridge looks on. Andre and Kreuz came
under the scrutiny of Governor Joseph E. Brennan recently for attracting too much
publicity.
Barnes Photo

wind, and 3. you don’t bad-mouth Andre
the Seal.
And Erwin Kreuz.
As the astonished parties gathered
after the conclusion of the speech, they
wondered if Governor Joe was aware
that Andre and Erwin had once ex
changed “Arfs” and “Guten Tags” with
one another.
To those who learned the hard way
that there are sacred cows in this day of
pure and positive political powers, it was
only a matter of rash immaturity or a
complete disregard for political “don't
rock the boat” procedures which was
supposed to impress the always critical
news-types.
If only he had taken a chapter from
the books of other candidates for top
office, for example, William Cohen, who,
when running for U.S. Senator, made sure
he made a big splash with Andre at
Rockport. He even took a souvenir with
him as he left ... on the seat of his
pants ... to let others know that he had
twitched whiskers with Andre the Seal.
Rockport, Maine, as a visiting point
rated highly on the political itinery, ranks
just below Concord, N.H. with the Bidde
ford-Saco mills on the scale.
Reverberations were being felt through
out the coastal area this week as word of
the Orono speech filtered from cove to
cove. They were even being heard in
Augusta Thursday, where RocklandThomaston area representative Wayne
Gray, on the Floor of the House, chal
lenged the Governor's remarks (See ac
companying story).
Yes, it’s one thing to slap old buddies on
the back and tousle youngsters heads on
Munjoy Hill, but if you get an honest to
goodness nose nuzzle out of Rockport’s
Honarary Harbormaster, you’ve sealed
your future, so to speak.
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He Said What About Andre?
by John Hammer
News Editor
It was an otherwise routine Maine Press
Association spring meeting last Friday
evening, but the somewhat drowsy
atmosphere of the evening banquet
speech by Governor Joseph Brennan
was suddenly pierced by words which
snapped the mind to attention.
The Governor was referring to Andre

the Seal, and what he was saying was
making many members of the press look
astonishingly at one another, especially
those news people from this and other
papers from the Mid-Coast area.
What the state’s chief executive was
trying to get across to the large gather
ing of the state’s print media journalists
was that there were more “real issues”
at hand than the press was getting into.
To illustrate his point, Governor Joe

Governor's Andre Speech Seals Fate,
Local Representative Tells House
AUGUSTA — Feeling that he should
say something in defense of Andre the
Seal being significant to the quality of life
in Coastal Maine, Representative Wayne
Gray spoke from the floor of the House
Thursday in criticism of remarks made
by Governor Joseph Brennan.
In a speech before the Maine Press
Association Friday, Brennan was urging
more involvement in coverage of impor
tant matters of state and local govern
ment.
The following remark was quoted by
Gray from Brennan’s speech:
“In the end it won’t effect the progress
of state government; it won’t change
your local property tax rate, or
change the quality of the local fire
department one bit if Andre reaches
Rockport.”
Gray argued the following before his
chuckling fellow House members:
“There’s room for argument there.
Andre has one of the longest running
performances on record . . . even longer
than ‘Hair.’ The statement that he does
not have much affect on town govern-

ment is true, but he did not get his show
started with the aid of CETA, and he
never requested any state aid, Mothers
Aid, or even Kool Aid.”
“He doesn’t even draw unemployment
compensation between seasons.”
And that’s not all Gray had to say:
“He’s even furnishing his own trans
portation between Boston and Rockport,
which brings to mind another paragraph
of the (Brennan’s) article, and I quote
again: ‘The Governor was slightly late in
the speaking engagement because the
state plane developed fuel line trouble as
it was about to take off from the
Augusta airport.’ Andre has been known
to dilly-dally along the way, but he's
never been late for a performance.”
“I believe the governor’s concern for
media exposure is unfounded, Andre has
informed me he has no intentions of run
ning for governor.
“Having Andre is like having our own
Maine Publicity bureau. He has significant
effect, not only in the Mid Coast area, but
throughout the state. We’re very pleased
to have him.

went out on the risky limb of comparing
popularity issues, such as Erwin Kreuz,
the mis-directed German traveller who
arrived in Bangor instead of San Francis
co, and Andre the Seal, who has literally
thousands of readers each spring follow
ing his annual swim from Boston
Acquarium to Rockport, with other nuts
and bolts news which receives just a
fraction of the space the former do.
Erwin Kreuz and Andre the Seal? Get
ting the snub from the Governor.
In one or two brief paragraphs the
politician had just annihilated any future
political support from Knox, Lincoln, and
Waldo Counties, the greater Bangor area,
Boston, somewhere-in-Germany, and
possibly even San Francisco.
This writer, sitting a scant two seats
from Governor Joe when he unleashed
his ruthless point-in-example comparison,
attempted to keep his lower jaw from
dropping to the table and to keep his
composure from suddenly collapsing.
He was given, and mutually gave, to the
head table guest next to him ( a summer
resident of Vinalhaven and noted Andre
fan) support in hiding this astonishment.
But it was even harder to hide the
gasps at a little table off to the right.
Seated there were representatives of two
coastal papers, one of which was The
Courier-Gazette's official Andre Editor, a
title which was established nearly three
years ago when coverage of the annual
spring migration became a full-time job.
(That person, incidently is off to Boston
this weekend for an interview with Rock
port’s most noted celebrity.)
These people all were acutely aware of
the three top no-no’s in the world today:
1. you don’t pull on Superman’s cape,
2. you don’t empty chamber pots into the
Continued on the Back Page
of This Section

No Predictions On Andre Arrival, Goodridge
Says; Brennan Among Waiting Fans^f
ROCKPORT — “No sightings reported
yet,” says Harry Goodridge of Rockport’s
honorary harbor master, Andre the seal.
The marine animal was slipped into the wa
ters of Marblehead Bay, Mass., on Wednes
day this week and Goodrich, though his
friend and trainer, would not hazard a guess
when Andre might appear in Rockport wa
ters.
“I don’t predict a thing,” he said Friday
afternoon. “I stuck my neck out that first

year and said he’d take two weeks for the
journey and Andre made it in four days. I
did ask him how long he might take this
time, but he wouldn't tell me.”
The famous seal now weighs in at 220
pounds, the New England Aquarium at Bos
ton said on his release Wednesday, and it is
notable that the years he leaves Massachu
setts over his ideal weight, he tends to make
a somewhat slower journey than his best
times.

This will be the seal’s sixth spring that he
has made his way back to Rockport Harbor.
Last year’s trek was in record time, two
and a half days. His longest swim was of
almost two weeks’ duration. Should Andre
make good time this year, he should be ex
pected back home sometime on Saturday.
Andre’s fans will be keeping watch for him
all along the coast, and telephone wires will
hum as frioi^-y relatives and fans call up
from as i at-^way-^California fo Ml' if ftp"
has yet returned or been sighted.
Gov. Brennan was tepuiivu io nave
at his weekly press conference on Friday,
that he is “a secret admirer" of Andre the V
seal and, in fact, he plans to be able to visit
him soon. Brennan will also be able to visit
with Cabot Spot, whose coat is darker brown
in color than Andre's. The very young seal
measures only two feet long now and it is
he will be good company for Andre
and that Andre will be his mentor. Cabot
Spot was foupd as an orphan off North Haven
by summer residents and taken to the »New
England Aquarium, where he has spent the
winter in company with Andre and the other
harbor seals.

Andre the Seal’s fame is world-wide. Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Albert, parents of Mrs. Robert Beale of Glen
Cove, have come here to visit for the summer and they
brought the clippings from German newspapers, shown
below. They said they don’t ever read anything in the
German papers about Governor Brennan, who has been
treading water furiously since suggesting that the public
interest, thus the press, in Andre was trivia.
Neuor Soehund-Rekord

Rockport (Maine) (dpa): Im Rekordtempo
schwamm Andre, der Seehund, aus seinem
Winterquartier im Aquarium von Boston zur
Sommerfriache an die Atlantikkuste des USBundesataates Maine. Der blaugraue Cast
schaffte die knapp 300 Kilometer lange Di
stant durch den Atlantik in 64 Stunden und
erschwamm sich damit eine neue Bestzeit
Am Samatag morgen erreichte Andre den
Kustenort Rockport 17 Stunden friiher, als in
den vergangenen Jahren. Den von Harry
Goodridge dressierten und trainierten 18
Jahre alten Seehund zieht es seit 1973 alljahrlich aua aeinem Tank im Bostoner Aqua
rium, wo er die Wintermonate verbringt.
nach Maine. Dort lummeit er sich emeu Som
mer lang und erfreut Tounstenscharen mit
allerlei Kunststucken Der vor 18 Jahren von
seiner Mutter verlassene und von Goodridge
gefundene Andr£ war am Mittwoch in Mar
blehead rund 20 Kilometer nordlich von Bo
ston in den Atlantik getaucht, urn zu seinem
Ferienort zu schwimmen

1st der Winter
fort, schwimmt
„Robby" Rekord
dpa. Rockport (USA), 7. S.
Andrk, ein droaslortor
Seehund out dem Aquari
um In Boston, wird immor
achneller. Seit 18 Jahren

C(^ - 1^7^
Der Saehund tchvrlmmt In ledem Friihlohr aus seinem Aqua
rium 300 Kilometer welt Ina
Sommerquertlar

schwimmt or elnmal Im
Jahr von seinem Winter
quartier in Boston zu sei
nem
Sommerquartier In
Rockport. Diesmal brauchte er filr die 300 Kilometer
M Stunden — neuor Re
kord.

His flippers zn nyAeu,
Andre ready for swim
MARBLEHEAD, Mass. (UPI) - Andre the Seal New
England’s aquatic celebrity, this week once again will swim
160 miles north to his summer pen at Rockport, Maine,
after spending the winter at New England Aquarium.
The 18-year-old harbor seal will be dumped into Marble
head harbor Wednesday afternoon by his trainer, Harry
Goodridge. Andre will then begin his coastal swim, which
for the past six years has ended in Rockport.
Expected to join Andre in Maine this summer will be a
younger seal named Cabot Spot, who frolicked with Andre
this past winter at the aquarium. Goodridge said the young
er seal will be flown to Maine.

An understudy for Andre
BOSTON (AP) — Like any public figure after an 18-year
career, Andre the Seal is getting ready to train a replacem Andre, the 220-pound, 18-year-old harbor seal is sched
uled Wednesday to leave his winter berth at the New Eng
land Aquarium for his sixth 160-mile swim from
Marblehead to his summer home, Rockport, Maine.
Once he gets to Rockport harbor, Andre will find a friend,
Cabot Spot, his companion throughout the winter at the
aquarium.
_ , . c„ .
The aquarium people hope Andre will teach Cabot Spot
the tricks and bring him back when he swims to Boston
after the summer, according to Carla Skinder, who looks
after the aquarium seals.
"The little guy isn’t even trained yet,” she said.
Cabot Spot will fly to Maine where he was discovered, ap
parently orphaned, last year in North Haven by Mrs. Walter
Cabot of Dover.

Andre at Rockport in 1976

Andre comment
triggers a furor
ROCKPORT — It’s not nice to fool Mother Nature...
or with the image of Andre the Seal, as Gov. Joseph Bren
nan may now realize.
In a speech before the Maine Press Association a cou
ple of weeks ago, Gov. Brennan criticized the media for
spending too much time and space with such stories as
the adventures of Andre, and not enough on the “real
issues” of the day. The governor may regret the day he
mentioned Andre in making such a comparison of what is
important or umimportant news.
The reaction in the mid-coastal area of the state was
immediate. A local legislator took to the floor of the
House of Representatives to denounce the governor for
his remarks, the local paper ran two front page stories
and an editorial on the issue, letters of protest and gifts of
Andre momentos were presented to the governor at a
meeting of the Maine Publicity Bureau, which Just hap
pened to be holding Its annual meeting in Andre's
adopted community, and owner-trainer Harry Godridge
said he had had several calls and comments from friends
of Andre angry over Brennan’s remarks.
Goodridge said Sunday that one person told him he
would never vote for Brennan again, and another
declared, “Andre’s done more for the State of Maine than
Brennan has ever done.”
The famed seal will start his sixth annual trek room
Boston to Rockport Wednesday, Goodridge said, if
everything goes according to present plans. Goodridge
will go to Boston and start Andre on nis annual swim
north. Goodridge appeared a little concerned Sunday
that Andre was “quite a bit overweight from his winter at
the New England Aquarium. He said the staff planned to
put the seal on a diet to try and trim him down for the
swim north. Two years ago, Andre was also overweight
and took his time coming north, creating considerable
anxiety over his whereabouts and well being.
Concerning the flap over the governor’s statements
about Andre, Goodridge said that perhaps the state’s
leader was smarter than most people are giving him
credit for. He said the governor has gotten a lot of
publicity from the situation and to a politician, “there’s
no such thing as bad publicity.”

Andre

'
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Rockport’s famed seal
may get understudy
By LARRY E. OUELLETTE
Coastal Bureau
ROCKPORT — Andre the seal’s 160-mile
return swim from Marblehead Mass., set for
May 2, could be his last solo.
Maine’s most illustrious summer visitor
may be joined in his Rockport Harbor pen by
a year-old male harbor seal, "Cabot Spot,” as
the first step of a plan to duplicate Andre’s
famous journey, officials at Boston’s New
England Aquarium said Wednesday.
Like Andre, Cabot Spot is an orphan, said
aquarium animal technician Carla Skinder.
He was brought to the aquarium last May by
a family named Cabot after being discovered,
apparently abandoned, near the family’s
summer home at Pulpit Harbor on North
Haven Island.
The hope is that he will pick up Andre’s
homing habits.
"That’s what we’ve been kicking around,”
said Andre’s owner and trainer, Harry A.
Goodridge of Rockport. "I’m all for it. He’s
very good-natured; they’ll probably get along
fine.”
The 17-year-old Andre has spent the past
six winters at the aquarium. Andre had been
a year-round resident here, but fishermen
complained that the frolicsome seal was be
coming a nuisance by jumping into their
boats and tangling their nets.
"He’s a little heavier this year,” said Ms.
Skinder of the seal, who tips the scales at just
over 200 pounds. "But he’s in fine shape.”
Nearly 18 years old, Andre was described
by Ms. Skinder as "middle-aged.” She noted
that a Texas seal recently celebrated its 42nd
birthday.
She said the exact time of Andre’s depar
ture will be governed by the tides and will
likely be early afternoon.
Last year Andre made the trip in a record
three-and-a-half days, said Goodridge, though

f
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one trip took three weeks. Most of the jour
neys have taken four days.
Last year, Andre was joined in Rockport
Harbor by Smoke, a female harbor seal.
Aquarium officials had hoped the arrange
ment would develop into a romance, but the
friendship remained platonic, and there are
no plans to rejoin the pair this summer.
Ms. Skinder termed Andre’s annual jour
ney as "a gamble.”
"There’s always the possibility that he
won’t make it,” she conceded. "There are
dangers in the wild that he has to deal with.”
She added that one year Andre arrived
here with a large fishhook dangling from his
mouth.
Andre was never actually trained to make
the journey. Because he was familiar with the
territory, explained Ms. Skinder, Andre’s
trainer "took a gamble” that he would find
his way home from Marblehead.
"It’s his choice to return or not to return,”
she added.
So far, Andre hasn’t disappointed his
friends.
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Delay
talks to
Andre
“Here we are today at the New
England Aquarium where the
world-famous seal, Andre, is get
ting ready to make his annual
swim to Maine to spend the sum
mer. As you folks probably know,
Andre makes thi^’SOQJmile swim
up the Atlantic coasFto Rockport,
Maine, each year about this time.
And eacJjJJctober he swims back
again^500^nore miles, to spend
the winter months at the Aquar
, . . Hey, watch it, Andre. You're
splashing aquarium water all

over my reporter’s notebook
there.”
“Arf, arf.”
“What do you mean. Arf, art"?
Just try to keep a little water in
the pool, will you? (My goodness,
folks, this Andre is usually a very
jolly fellow. But today something
seems to be making him sulky.)
What’s the matter there, Andre?
Feeling a little sulky are you?”
“Oof, fwoof. Andre is very up
set. Very upset. VERY. ARF,
ARF.”
“Wow, you certainly do have
an incredible hulk of a voice
there, Andre, and so raspy. I sup
pose that is because you are five
and a half feet tall and weigh 200
pounds and . . ”

Why not like Truman Capote?
Perhaps this is because of some
process of natural seal-extion.
And that rasp in his voice. Could
that be from eating raspberries?)
“Fwooof, Grunt. Andre going.
You gonna miss . . . snort, snort
. . . Andre.”
“Oh please, Andre, don't make
a big, dripping, sick thing out of it.
We know you’ll come back in Oc
tober. You always do.”
“No, no. Andre not coming
back.
Too
embarrassed.
SNORT,GRONK.”
“That’s ridiculous. Of course
you’ll be coming back. What
would you do without Boston? The

OOOOOOOWOOOOW.”
“Holy smoke, folks, Andre has
just jumped about seven feet
straight up in the air, and now all
200 pounds and five and a half feet
of him are coming down right be
side ... Watch out. Jeepers.”
“Grunt, grunt. Snort, snort.”
“Gosh, folks, Andre almost hit
the seal-ing with that jump. Heh,
heh. (Just a little joke there,
Andre.)”

Jim
Delay

“Grunt. Andre VERY UPSET.
Arf.”
“Well, for crying out loud,
Andre. I don’t see why a big galoop of a harbor seal has to take it
out on the reporters just because
he has some minor little com
plaint about...”
“Andre going away. Snort,
snort.”
•
“Yes, yes, we know it’s that
time of year again.” (Why in the
world does Andre speak like the
faithful Indian companion Tonto?

bean. The cod. the State House
dome.”
OWOOOOOOOOO.
ARF.
Sheez. How embarrassing for
Andre. ARF.ARF.ARF.”
“If you didn’t come back in Oc
tober, Andre, you’d miss all the
interesting politics that will be go
ing on in Novem . . . Hey, Andre,
stop smashing your giant flippers
around like that. Boy, no sooner
did I say the word, ‘politics’ and
. . . Holy smoke, now he’s taking
another mental just because I said
it again. Wow, somebody throw
Andre some fish. My, goodness,
calm down there, Andre.”
Continued on page nine

Someone please throw
Andre another fish
Continued from page one
“Grunt, grunt, Andre so ashamed of politics.
The State House. The MBM. The Kevin Harrington.
The scandals. Andre will never come back, ARF,
ARF, NEVER, ARF, ARF, grunt grunt, snort,
grink ...”
“Wow, look at the way Andre’s tearing into
those fish, like they were State House politicians.
Boy, look at those flippers go.”
“Never come back here. Such scandals. Shame,
shame, shame, grunt, grunt.”
“My goodness, Andre, stop falling apart like
that. Nobody thinks you had anything to do with the
scandals.”
“Grunt, sob, sob. Andre will be swimming to
Maine and out in Atlantic Ocean Andre will run into
Miss Seal of 1978. And Andre will look at her whis
kers and she will look at Andre’s flippers, and
Andre will say ‘Gronk, gronk, hey, hey, hey, you
certainly pass seal test, baby.’ And she say,
‘Grunt, grunt, what’s your name, big fella, and
Andre will say, Andre the famous seal from Bos
ton.’ And she will say, ‘Boston where all the
crooked politicians }iang out. . . gronk, grunt...
get lost in ocean someplace! And Andre be morti
fied.”
“Now, now, Andre.”
“Mortified. Grunt, grunt, sob. Oh the shame to
come from Boston.”
Cheer up, Andre. By the time you’re ready to
come back in October, I’ll bet all the crooked politi
cians will be run out of town.”
“Gronk, gronk, grunt. You think so?”
“Sure, and everyone will say, ‘You picked a fine
time to leave me, you seal.”
“Grunt, grunt. Bad joke there.”
“Goodby Andre. See you in October.”

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, May 1, 1979

zs,xrb;r sea'has—
Playing with the many other seals in the pool he always hasTme ?lthough, bl
Photographer. Andre will head home by sea on Wednesday and ^f he iT* f°F
schedule, ,h„u,d he home by Saturday or Sunday "'

Andre Limbering Up For
Annual Departure Wednesdc
( EDITOR S NOTE —An
(EDITOR’S
- An interview with
Andre the Seal was scheduled for Sat
urday to determine what the noted sea
going celebrity had planned for his an
nual swim to Rockport this year. As
arranged, the writer arrived at the New
England Aquarium, however Andre’s
winter attendant Carla Skinder could not
be located, and without an interpreter
(he will only talk to Ms. Skinder and
trainer Harry Goodridge) the interview
was cancelled. A “hamming it up in the
pool session followed, however.)
by Helen Barnes
Assistant News Editor
BOSTON — Children and adults alike
leaned over the railings to watch the
antics of the several harbor seals in the
angular sun-splashed pool outside the
New England Aquarium.
The fattest of the animals poked his
familiar be-whiskered snout out of the

rimilv water
___.
ripply water, taking one of his last la
at the Boston crowd.
Soon Andre will be alone, head
north from Marblehead for the quiet
Rockport on his annual journey.
But over the weekend, he and seve
other harbor seals played to the cro'
Andre, at 220 pounds, was by far the 1
gest, and if you didn’t recognize the
face, you knew him by the scar under
chin, a momento of one of his earl
trips north.
Up and back, up and back, sometin
up and over one of the other seals sor
times gliding effortlessly on his b;
beneath the clear green water.
Sometimes Andre would bump into
new little friend Cabot Spot. The two \
be spending the summer together in Ro
port as Aquarium officials hope that
elder will teach the new little one
Continued on the Back Page
of This Section

Andre Limbering
(Continued from Page One)
about traveling to Maine and other useful
tricks.
Spot, only a couple of feet long and
more browner than Andre, cocked an
occasional eye at the photographers, but
would not stop a minute. Andre, ever the
professional star, knew better. He stopped
and posed for cameras held along the
railing.
After his trek this week, the famous
seal will be able to watch his daily visitors
from his private, semi-private, pen in
the harbor.
For Spot, the summer vacation will be
a return to home waters. The little edition
of Andre was found off North Haven by
summer residents and was taken as an
orphan to the aquarium.
This will be the sixth year that Andre
has made his way through the cold At
lantic waters to Rockport. One year it
took him nearly two weeks, and another
time he arrived home with a large hook
in his mouth. But last year, he set a
record, arriving in Rockport in two and a
half days.
He will be taken by truck to the Mar
blehead Harbor dock where he will go
overboard at high tide sometime in the
early afternoon. From there he is on his
own, as fans all along the coast watch
and wait for the seal to return to his har
bor.

ftidre
heads back
to Maine
BOSTON (AP) — Durable
Andre, the vacationing harbor
seal, is headed back to his
summer haunts off Rockport.
Maine, today with a farewell
from several hundred people,
mostly children.
Andre, at age 17 in a seal’s
middle age, has been wintering
for six years at the New England
Aquarium where he puts on a
couple of daily shows, jumping
through hoops and other tricks.
The staff has been plying him
with herring, mackerel and
vitamins to build up his stamina
for the 160-mile jaunt to the
Maine coast.
“The trip takes from 92 hours
to 32 days depending on how
many old friends he meets along
the way,” said an aquarium
spokesperson. “He's in very
good shape now.
“We are surprised at the
number of people who report
seeing him along the way. Andre
sometimes stops to rest en
route.”
Harry Goodridge, the Rock
port tree surgeon who adopted
Andre when he was a 3-monthold abandoned pup, has a pen
ready for his old friend.
Goodridge comes down
frequently in the winter to visit
Andre. And he always comes to
see the freckled brown and grey
seal off from Marblehead.
The departure this year was
scheduled from Marblehead's
Riverhead Beach because so
Continued On Page 12, Col. 1

Andre heads back
Continued from Page 1
many people indicated they
would be on hand. He gave his
last performance before being
taken to the North Shore in a
van.
One of Andre’s winter pen
mates at the Aquarium, a 1year-old harbor seal named
Cabot Spot, will be trucked to
Rockport to spend the summer
with him.
“If they get along,” said the
spokesperson, “Next year we’ll
try sending both of them off

together to swim to Maine. ”
The winter home was found
for Andre because his frien
dliness got out of hand. His zeal
for human company made him
jump into the boats of fisher
men, occasionally capsizing
them and pitching the men into
the frigid waters.
The fishermen firmly asked
that other accommodations be
found for the rambunctious seal,
and the Aquarium agreed to
provide a winter home.

Free again: Andre’s
annual swim begins

Andre always attracts a lot of attention when he completes
his annual swim up the coast. Last year the TV cameras were
grinding at his return, and always the photographers try to
catch him first. Here he is cavorting for the lenses last spring
when he returned in April. This year, Rockport Town
Manager Paul Weston says, "We want Walter Cronkite and
Charles Kuralt there."
by Nancy Griffin
Will Andre the seal return to his
Rockport Harbor summer home
as usual this year? If so, will he
take his time as he did three years
ago, or return in record time, like
last year?
These are the burning questions
facing mid-coast residents since
Rockport Harbormaster Harry
Goodridge set; Andre free in
Marblehead harbor Wednesday
for his sixth annual 160-mile swim
up the New England coast to
Maine.
Andre, the 18-year-old harbor
seal that has been a friend of
Goodridge since he raised him
from a pup, was released from a
different harbor spot in
Marblehead this year. For the
past five years he has been releas
ed from the public landing.
“Each year the crowds get a lit
tle worse,” says Goodridge, “Peo
ple complained last year because

the kids were let out of school to
see him, but they couldn’t see for
the crowds. Besides, too many
people could sink the float at the
public landing, so it was moved up
the harbor a ways.”
Goodridge wouldn’t be terribly
surprised if Andre took an extend
ed trip this year, rather like his 13day odyssey in 1976 when he was
sighted as far north as Deer Isle.
“He's heavy this year. Two
weeks ago he was 250 pounds. His
normal weight is between 180 and
200 pounds,” says Goodridge,
who adds that Andre was
overweight in 1976, too.
Last year, Andre unveiled a
limestone statue of himself,
sculpted by Lincolnville’s Jane
Wasey and dedicated in the
Rockport Marine Park. On hand,
along with throngs of onlookers,
was Andre’s winter keeper Jacquie
Buehler.
Buehler always sees Andre off
(turn to poge 12, please)
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• Andre
(continued from page 1)

in Marblehead and visits him in
Rockport during the summer. She
tvill see him this summer if plans
to bring a summer playmate for
Andre materialize.
Cabot Spot, a young seal who
became friends with Andre this
winter, will join the famous fellow
in his pen this summer. When he
will arrive is not determined yet,
says Buehler.
“It’s up to Harry, whenever he
feels Andre is settled, we’ll bring
Cabot Spot up,” says Buehler. The
seal is an orphan like Andre, she
reports, “hand-raised and one
year old this spring.”
Goodridge has no special tricks
or events planned for Andre this
year. The plans are “just to have
fun with him," says his trainer.
Up at the Camden Harbour
Inn, the regulars are once again
taking bets, but not from
Goodridge, on how long it will
take the area’s favorite seal to
return home.
This is only the third year of the
pool, so the entrants missed the
year of the unlucky 13. Last year
the pot of $120 was taken away by
a lady from Colorado who guess
ed not only the date but the cor
rect time of his return.
Perhaps Andre knows about the
pool. Last year, just one year after
his all-timelengthy trip home, he
upset the odds by breaking his
own speed record and making the
trip in just under three days.
Four days is a good average.
That's how long his swim took the
first and fourth years he made it.
The second year, the trip took
three and a halfdays, followed by
I977’s nearly two-week-long trip.
This year, the Inn’s owner Jim

Gilbert says, the odds are running
in favor of Andre’s arriving on the
sixth or the seventh. One optimist
is betting on a two-day trip, and
one true pessimist is going to the
other extreme with 22 days.
Only Andre knows for sure.
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Starting the long swim to Maine
Andre, the harborseal who winters at the New
England Aquarium and summers at his home in
Rockport, Maine, peers from a traveling pen (L)
before crawling out (UR) and into water (LR) for
his sixth annual swim from Marblehead Harbor,

Wednesday. Each year the 220 pound, 18-year old
harborseal makes the 160-mile trip up the coast to
Rockport. He has made the trip in the past in 92
hours.
(UPI)

Augusta, Thursday, May 3, 1979
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MARBLEHEAD, Mass.
(AP) — An uncooperative but
entertaining Andre the Seal
got off to a slow start Wednes
day as New England Aquari
I »f
um workers struggled to put
him in his cage for the first
part of his yearly ocean trip to
Rockport, Maine.
“He showed no interest in
the cage,” said aquarium trus
tee Betty Perry, after a crowd
of delighted children and
adults watched the 220-pound
harbor seal elude the tempta
tions of fish to draw him to the
pen.
Finally, after the workers
drained the pool outside the
aquarium, three divers in wet
suits grabbed him by his hind
flippers, slid him across the
pool to the cage and then
pushed him in for the trip to
Riverhead Beach in Marble
head, Mass.
From there, Andre was
dropped into the ocean for his
sixth annual swim to his
summer home off the rocky
coast of Maine.
“I think he’s fat and he’s a
showoff,” said 9-year-old
Jason Cobb of Rehoboth, as he Andre
watched Andre perform a few unteer trainer at the aquarium
lazy tricks at the aquarium.
where he spends his winters,
Five-year-old Jenny Brad predicted Andre would be
dock of California disagreed. home in Maine by May 10.
“He must be a smart seal to
Last year, he made the trip
swim that far,” she said. “I in 4‘/2 days.
know he goes up there to see
The seal was adopted by
his parents.”
Harry Goodrich of Rockport
Jackie Beuhler, Andre’s vol- about 18 years ago after he had

apparently been abandoned by
his mother Andre.
Cabot Spot, an orphaned seal
like Andre, will also spend the
summer in Rockport. They
will make the trip up the New
England coast together next
year, if they get along togeth
er.
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THE STORY OF ANDRE
By Lew Dietz
Illustrated by Stell Shevis
Down East Books, Camden, Me.
Softcover, 1979, 83 pp„ $6.95
by Helen Barnes
Having covered Andre's annual migrations
for four years, I have begun to feel that 1
have grown up with the famous fellow,
but watching Toni Goodridge stand on the
sidelines while her father Harry and Andre
perform once again, I have often wondered
what it feels like to have really grown up
with the seal.
Toni Goodridge tells, through Lew Dietz,
how the pudgy little seal came home from
the sea with her father one day and was just
one of many orphaned animals and birds
in the family until he began to show just
how special he really is.
The book is written for children, third
grade on up, and Andre's saga is seen
through the young eyes of Toni, who re
mains the same youngster throughout the
story, from Andre's first days 18 years ago
to last year's unveiling of the Pattison sculp
ture in Rockport’s marine park.
The Stell Shevis drawings that are sprin
kled throughout the book of Andre's various
adventures are highly appealing. The young
er, cuddly and very large brown-eyed Andre
is shown snoring away in the dog house,
playing tug-of-war with his young Rockport
friends or splashing happily in the family
bathtub. Many of the sketches seem familiar
ly like old newspaper photographs we have
seen of the seal through the years.
Dietz wrote the earlier full-length story,
“A Seal Called Andre,” and those who en
joyed it will want to share Andre with their
children in a book made just for them. There
are several anecdotes in this new children's
book which were not mentioned in the first
book and are not as well known in the folk
lore that has grown up about Andre.
Andre would agree, we’re sure, that this
book is as good as a pailful of fresh herring.
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TONI AND ANDRE — Toni Goodridge
welcomes home Andre after his annual
swim home in April, 1977.
those still in the migratory stage, or on a
first visit, the book offers hope. The verbal
sights and sounds, the color land-and sea
scapes by the Howells' son Jim, and a sec
ond section on menus of Maine food from
blueberries to the ever-present lobster,
will warm even the toughest heart back in
the city.

You can't keep Andre
ut of the headlines
MARBLEHEAD, Mass. (AP)
— Andre the seal is fat and a
“showoff,” says 9-year-old
Jason Cobb of Rehoboth, Mass.
Maine Gov. Joseph Brennan
thinks the press spends too
much time on Andre and should
invest the time on affairs of
state.
But the state took a back seat
Wednesday as hundreds of
cheering children and adults
gathered to bid the middle-aged
seal farewell beiore he slipped
into the ocean for his yearly trek
from Massachusetts to Maine.
It look some effort to get him
there.
At Boston's New England
Aquarium, his winter home,

Andre refused to enter a cage
for the short trip to the beach.
Workers finally drained the pool
and three divers in wetsuits
grabbed the slippery seal.
But when owner Harry
Goodridge opened the cage at
the beach of Marblehead, Mass.,
Andre happily waddled out.
“I told him, 'Go on home now,
Andre, go on home,’” said the
63-year-old tree surgeon from
Rockport, Maine, who
discovered Andre as a pup 18
years ago. “I’m worried about
him a little, but he’s been here
many times before. ”
Dozens of children chased
Andre into the water, and the
seal circled the harbor a few

times before starting his sixth
ocean swim to his summer home
on Maine's rocky coast.
At the end of the summer,
Andre will picked up and
trucked back to Boston.
Ten days ago. Brennan
chastised Maine reporters for
paying too much attention to
stories such as Andre's and not
serious issues.
He told the Maine Press
Association there’s nothing
wrong with a human interest
story, "but in the end, it won’t
affect the progress of our state
government; it won’t change
your local property tax rate or
the quality of your local fire
department one bit if Andre
reaches Rockport.”

Cuddly Andre starts spring marathon
By JEAN COLE
and HAROLD BANKS
Staff Writers
They finally got Andre off on his
annual 160-mile, spring swim to
Rockport, Maine, yesterday.
The 18-year-old, 220-pound
Andre just didn’t want to get out of
the pool at the New England Aquar
ium.
They had to drain it and wrestle
him out of it into a cage to get him
into the van that took him to Riv
erhead Beach in Marblehead.
But once he saw the blue Atlan
tic, he knew what he had to do. He
blooped himself into the water and
set off.
And “Gerry” Harcourt, who
works at the State Division of Em
ployment Security in Government
Center, is going to worry about him
until she hears he’s safe in his sum
mer home in Rockport harbor.
Andre may be what the books call a
common harbor seal, but not to
“Gerry” — not to thousands of
“Gerrys,” old and young, all over
New England.
Geraldine Harcourt of Riverway,
Back Bay, goes to the aquarium
regularly on her lunch hour, and
hasn’t missed bidding bon voyage to
Andre since his first departure in
the spring of 1974.
-'
“I worry about him terribly,” she
said. “The year it took him almost
two weeks to get to Rockport I was
a wreck. I checked every day to find
out whether he turned up.
“When I think of all the things
that could happen to him ... He
could get into some stranger’s boat
or some boat could hit him or some
thing.”
Getting into the small boats of
fishermen is what decided his fos
ter-father, Harry Goodridge of
Rockport, to send him south for the
winter.
Andre was bellyflopping into the
boats out of sheer friendliness.
The trouble was that sometimes
Andre capsized the boat and gave
the fisherman a cold ducking. Andre
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doesn’t bother the fishermen during
the summer because Goodridge is
his chum then. It’s not clear wheth
er Goodridge adopted orphaned
Andre when Andre was three
months old or whether Andre
adopted Goodridge.
Andre will have company in his
Rockport pen this summer. The
aquarium is sending up Cabot Spot,
who was also an orphan when Mrs.
Walter Cabot of Dover spotted him
last year on a rock in Pulpit Harbor
near her summer home in North
Haven, Maine.
Goodridge, who built a 32-footlong pen for Andre at Rockport,
came down to see him off on his
swim. Andre recognized Goodridge,
cocked his head at his “old man,”
barked a greeting to him, then nuz
zled him with his muzzle.
“Do you own Andre?” a kid
yelled.
“No," Goodridge said. “He owns
me.
The feelings of all the folks who
worry about Andre or, at least, are
fascinated by him were briefly ana
lyzed by a few experts.
Boston College Professor David
Karp, a sociologist, said:
“Andre has become a romantic
character sentimental and playful,
sort of like Arthur Fiedler. I think
people like to invest animals with
human qualities. In my classes I
find that students resist explana
tions that humans are symbol-using
animals, and lower animals are in
capable of using them.
“The students are reluctant to
give up the notion that animals
have human feelings of love, hatred,
and jealousy, for example. I guess
there’s something magical in what
Andre does for people living in a
complicated world.”
And psychiatrist Gary Jacobson,
clinical director of Westwood
Lodge, a Massachusetts General
Hospital staffer, and a member of
the Harvard Medical School faculty,
said:
“There seems to be a general hu-

Staff Photo by Peter Southwick

Aquarium attendant, in drained pool, attempts to coax Andre into
cage.
man, instinctual attraction to want
to cuddle and protect not only small
humans — children — but small ani
mals as well. About 20 years ago an
Oxford professor did a study that
asked people what they would like
to protect. Human babies came in
second. Lion cubs came in first.
“His conclusions were that we
are attracted to certain animals by
certain characteristics. Their round
ness rather than angularity, for one
thing. Their softness and furriness
for another. And their bright eyes.”
Andre certainly fits the bill.
But the kids who clustered at the
aquarium pool to watch Andre’s fi
nal hour in it before his trek to
Rockport didn’t know why they
were turned on by him.
“I dunno,” four-year-old Andrew
Gagne of Nashua, N.H., said.
carla Toro, 10, of West

Springfield, gave an oblique an
swer.
“I don’t know how he finds his
way back to Maine every year,” she
said, “and I don’t care as long as he
gets there.”
To Loren Gremour, 7, of War
wick, r.i., Andre is just “something
special.”
But I don’t know why,” she
said, except I couldn’t swim to
Maine.”
Her mother, Patricia Gremour,
interjected. “I have a hard time
finding my way back to Warwick.’1
Nine-year-old Rocky Goodwin,
who was at the aquarium with a
group from the Cedarbrook School
in Rehoboth, said, I think Andre’s
great."
His chum, Jason Cobb, 9, of At
tleboro, said, “It’s just him. You
know — he does it all. He’s got cour
age.”
i

Andre busses trainer Carla Skinder

Andre’s bock
in the swim

MARBLEHEAD — It
seems like only yester
day that Andre caused a
splash by nipping the
knee of a young lady at a
local beach.
But it was one year
ago, and the famous
harbor seal who calls
Marblehead his second
home will be back in town
Tuesday to show off his
highly developed sense of
direction.

Having wintered at the
New England Aquarium,
the seal will leave State
Street Wharf at 3 p.m. to
swim to Rockport Har
bor, Maine, where he will
summer in a floating
cage under the eye of
trainer and friend, Harry
Goodridge.
Andre each year beats
his own record, making

the trip last year in only
three days. The distance
between the two points is
nearly 200 miles. Last
spring he played around
the harbor and beaches
and gave what was said
to be a playful bite to an
aquarium employe when
she made a friendly
advance. She was treated
and released at Salem
Hospital and blamed her
exuberance for the in
cident.
Andre almost broke
tradition this year when
aquarium officials
planned to have him
leave Central Wharf in
Boston as the feature of a
gathering of aquarium
officials. When Harry got
wind of the plan change
he registered a protest,
and the site for departure
remains the same.
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Andre peers from his cage (left) upon his arrival at Marblehead, crawls out and into the water.

(UPI)

Andre (barely) gets under way
BOSTON (UPI) — After five years without a hitch,
it took some strong coaxing to get Andre the seal to
start the trip to his summer home.
Andre is the harbor seal who once a year slips into
the water in Marble Harbor for a 160-mile swim from
his winter quarters at the New England Aquarium in
Boston to his summer place in the harbor at Rock
port, Maine.
It’s been going on since the spring of 1973, and he’s
always looked forward to the trip. But this year the
script ran a little differently.
Rosalyn Ridgeway, director of public relations at
the Aquarium, said Andre was reluctant to leave the
big city.
She said it took a good deal of persuasion before 18year-old seal could be transferred from the Aquarium

to a pen so he could be transported to his Marblehead
starting point.
Even a nice big fish could not coax him to leave.
Aquarium workers were finally forced to drain
Andre’s tank before they could get him into the travel
pen with the help of scuba divers.
Following an hour of playing in the Marblehead
harbor, Andre shoved off 4:30 p.m. Wednesday.
“Andre doesn’t like to leave Boston and his many
fans,” Miss Ridgeway said. “He couldn’t be enticed
into his pen by his owner even with the biggest fish
you ever saw.’’
The trip from the New England Aquarium to Maine
is expected to take up to five days — a leisurely pace
for Andre who last year whipped off the distance in 92
hours.

Andre Is Our Choice
"Fools rush in where angels fear to tread” is one of
our favorite quotations, and it was brought to mind again
recently when Gov. Joseph Brennan compared the cov
erage given by the press to Andre the Seal with that ac
corded State government. When he criticized segments
of the press which he felt do not really think things
through before jumping, the governor fell into the same
trap.
Compare Andre — Rockport’s Honorary Harbor
Master
with almost anyone in government, and just
see how well he performs. When Rockport’s most famous
citizen leaves the City of Boston each spring, there’s ab
solutely no question what direction he is going to take
There are no junkets to China or Europe, he makes a
beeline to Rockport right away — pays his own trans
portation and meal costs en route, to boot.
I here are some similarities, however. We must admit
that a couple of years ago Andre displayed some of the
same weaknesses of the flesh as certain Washington pollticians when i, took him an extra couple of (still unex
plained) days to reach Rockport.
abtw^th AndrtICarnS nCW tr'CkS’ every°ne knows all
, hT r'8ht HWay bccause they are executed right
out into the open for all to see. There is no padding in
his expense account nor is there any skimming. Yet who
but a seal wants raw fish?
Andre’s response to any question is simple and im
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Former Gov. James B. Longley used to fire
rhetorical potshots at the Maine press fairly
regularly without noticeable public reaction.
But Gov. Joseph E. Brennan has created
something of a sensation with a mild and perfectly
well-intended criticism of the Maine media’s news
judgment.
The governor said the press gives too much
attention to the likes of Andre the Seal and not
enough to serious affairs of government.
Brennan’s problem is that he picked on a sacred
cow, so to speak, in trying to illustrate his point. A
number of people took it as a direct attack on
Maine’s most famous tourist, and have flooded
newspapers with letters to the editor defending
Andre’s honor.
Even a state legislator from the Rockport area
where Andre summers felt called upon this week
to defend the newsworthiness of the migratory
seal. "Every county should have an Andre,” argued
Rep. Wayne Gray of Rockland. "It’s like having
your own Maine Publicity Bureau.”
Brennan has learned something that editors
have known for a long time: the Maine press may
be fair game for criticism by politicians, but Andre
clearly has the public seal of approval.

• 'Seal of approval
Holden
To the Editor:
It seems curious that politics has hit
such a low ebb that politicians are
afraid that they might have to com
pete with an animal. I’m referring, of
course, to Mr. Brennan’s recent con
cern about his press coverage vs. that
of Andre the seal. However, some of
this foolishness comes as no surprise
to those of us who have considered
politicans a bunch of animals all
along.

Mr. Brennan should watch his
statements or one of us is apt to
nominate Andre to run against him in
the next state election. And Brennan
would have a real uphill battle. For
one thing, Andre would be the much
“cuter” of the two candidates and
looks go a long way in politics, expecially with women.
Andre has a much better way with
words. He doesn’t say much but when
he’s asked to do something, like swim
up the Maine coast, he does it. People
are looking for candidates who are go
ing to get things done instead of mak
ing promises they can’t keep.
Andre has shown the citizens of this
state that there are alternatives in the
wake of this energy crisis and the first
step is to get off your buttocks. When
he wants to travel he just jumps into
the water and swims to get where he’s
going. We should interpret this to
mean that the rest of us should stop
being so dependent on our cars to get
where we’re going and rely more on
our own bodies.
So you see, Gov. Brennan, you may
have sparked an idea in the brain of
one of the citizens of this state. If I
don’t see more results from your ad
ministration, I’m afraid you may be
running.against a real “animal” in
the next election and I’m afraid, at
this point, Andre would get my “seal
of approval.”
Trunk about it!
Martha Knight-Baldacci.

• . • but
retreats
on Andre
ROCKPORT (AP) - Andre
ukept a low Profile
Fnday, while his trainer lined
up a welcome home dinner
and Maine s governor backed
™Lrr°mihlS critiQue of the
media s love affair with the
celebrity swimmer.
Trainer Harry A. Good
ridge bought half a bushel of
alewives — one of Andre’s fa
vorite fish — in preparation
for the seal’s arrival at his
summer home in Rockport
There have been no report
ed sightings of Andre since
he splashed into the ocean
Wednesday off Marblehead,
Mass., but Goodridge’s wife
said that’s no cause for con
cern.
"We don’t really expect to
hear much of anything until
possibly tomorrow,” said
Mrs. Goodridge.
Last year, Andre com
pleted his 160-mile swim in a
record 3^2 days, and the first
sighting didn’t take place
until he reached Pemaquid, a
short swim from Rockport.
"We feel quite confident
he’ll arrive when he’s ready,”
said Mrs. Goodridge. "Of
course, if he wants to go free,
that’s all right too. He has an
opportunity to go wild every
spring, but he never seems to
want t<> "
In Augusta. Andre was on
the mind of Gov. Joseph E.
Brennan, who inched away

MB‘"ae^!’ncs Brennan nee
What the governor apparently
George Bush, who among other defense and nanded Brennan a dazzl
didn’t know was that in the ensuing
ing, double-pump, hang-from-thethings was at one time director of the
weeks Senate Republican moderates,
CIA, was in Augusta this week to rafters, in-your-face glass-shattering
like Katz, Senate President Joe
drum up some GOP support for his slam.
Sewall, Assistant Floorleader Dick
Dunk you very much said a groggy
presidential bid.
Pierce, Dave Huber, Dana Devoe and
It’s too bad he didn’t have time to governor as he was helped off the
others were becoming uneasy with
drop by the Blaine House and give court for a cooling-off period.
Governor Joseph E. Brennan some in
What amazed many bleacher the court compromise.
observers was that Brennan ap
telligence tips.
When the latest version came back
Brennan is having a heck of a time parently thought the Senate would ac
to
them Thursday, without the
forecasting what’s going to happen in tually pass his revised pay package
emergency provision and without the
the Maine Legislature. He’s batting (without the emergency preamble
about as well as the State Department putting the raises into effect im compromise, they easily caved in to
hardliners like Sam Collins and
guy who said that the only world ruler mediately).
Howard Trotzky.
more secure than the Shah of Iran
Yet even the rawest Third Floor
The Legislature has rejected this
was Idi Amin.
rookie could count Senate heads and
Brennan of late has been as ac see that the contract would fail by at contract (four times in the House,
twice in the Senate) said Collins. The
curate as Haves Gahagan predicting least one vote and had a good chance
collective bargaining law states that
that a political miracle was going to of losing by the eventual five.
if the Legislature rejects an agree
sweep him into the U.S. Senate.
. The day before the vote, Brennan
■ He misjudged Maine’s most famous V7 was asked by the press what his plans ment it goes back to the bargaining
y mammal — Andre the Seal — by im- /''were after the Senate killed the con table, he further noted.
“Will someone answer me this,”
/^plying Andre wasn’t newsworthy,
tract. He laughed and said he was Collins asked a GOP caucus, “why
never realizing that three extra lettermore optimistic than they were.
doesn’t the governor follow the law
openers ana two switchboard
After the vote, Brennan was asked
operators would have to be added to about the miscalculation. He said that and go back to the bargaining table?”
Brennan says that ne doesn’t have
the Executive Dept. staff to handle he had presumed the strongest objec
to because the contract was rejected
the irate response.
tion in tne Senate was centered on the
If the New York Yankees were play legality of negotiating the fair share “illegally”, that is, not on a cost item.
But Republicans claim the fair
ing the Deer Isle-Stonington JV’s, Joe clause into the contract
share clause is a cost item, because
would take the coastal club and give
That question had been cleared up, $150,000 each year of the state’s
away three runs.
he felt, by the opinion of the Supreme money would go into the MSEA
Court. Hence, tne Senate would have
Brennan is having special problems been in a stronger position to support treasury ($1.40 per week, 52 weeks,
2,000 or so non-union members).
with the state employees pay raise the contract.
Whatever arguments Republicans
which Republicans in the legislature
He expected that Senate Majority
keep kicking back at him because of Leader Bennett Katz would keep con use, the simple fact is this: a pay con
tract with a fair-share clause will not
the objectionable fair-share clause.
tract supporters in line, since it was pass through the 109th Legislature.
Weanesday he blithely predicted
Katz who had engineered the courtIf I know this, the governor should
passage in the GOP-controlled
related compromise by which the also know it. If he doesn’t he isn’t
Senate, noting that the contract had
Senate was able to pass the contract reading the Legislature and his
been passed by that body two weeks
several weeks ago.
legislative operatives should be work
prior and that he had every reason to
ing for the State Department where
believe senators would be consistent.
He apparently believed that his only
they could be assigned to study a Bay .
Instead, in about as much time as it enemy was House Minority Leader
of Pigs invasion.
J
takes to write this column, Bill Garsoe, and that once the con
Davis Rawson is the NEWS State!
Republicans engineered a fast break tract was out of the House, the Senate
House Bureau Chief.
I
through a scattered Democratic would rubber stamp it.
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Brennan and Andre
Deer Isle
To the Editor:
__
Today’s (May 5) BDN reported
Gov. Brennan as calling Andre the
seal “Maine’s most notable summer
visitor.” I take exception. Andre is a
Maine native who spends his winters

in the south as many of the rest of us
Mainers would like to do.
How could the governor have said
Andre’s swim “was all out of propor
tion,” I ask; out of proportion to
what; his coverage? Gov. Brennan
has had his share of media space ...
Stories like Andre’s refresh my spirit,
that he has once more successfully
navigated and swim the course!
After all, one must remember that
Andre does not have an executive con
veyance. He must make it on his own.
Please don’t stop your coverage. It
is appreciated by many persons.
Olive C. Rice

Seal of approval
'^Bon Voyage Andre
No, it’s not a Canadian hockey
player going back to Montreal. It’s
our very own town-launched seal
going on his annual summer vaca
tion.
Andre dives and delves the
depths. All systems are “Go,” for
our friend on his way to Maine to
take up summer residence with his
good friend the Rockport harbor
master. After his arrival, he’ll be
joined by a buddy from the Boston
Aquarium named Spot, another
seal.
Spot is there as a student to learn
about Andre’s unique travel
experiences. Possibly about a trip
without unleaded gas.
Our seal needs no cruise
pamphlets, radar, beach towels,
bathing suits, suntan lotion, or
traveler’s checks. He just does his
thing without travelling money
tucked in his jeans.
Just think, a free saltwater sum
mer in Maine, and your very own
pool in Boston all winter. I’m sure
Jacque Cousteau would doff his lit
tle red hat to you.
If I had thought in advance, I
would have had a bumper sticker
made up for your trip (water proof
of course) saying that you were the
recipient of that coveted award.
“Marblehead Seal of Approval.”
P.S. Watch out for mermaids.
HELEN M. SYLVESTER
23 Pond St.,
Marblehead
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No sign of Andre the seal yet
ROCKPORT (AP) — Andre the seal kept a low profile
Friday, while his trainer lined up a welcome home dinner
and Maine’s governor backed off from his critique of the
media's love affair with the celebrity swimmer.
Trainer Harry A. Goodridge bought half a bushel of alewives — one of Andre’s favorite fish — in preparation for
the seal’s arrival at his summer home in Rockport.
There have been no reported sightings of Andre since he
splashed into the ocean Wednesday off Marblehead,
Mass., but Goodridge’s wife said that’s no cause for con
cern.
“We don’t really expect to hear much of anything until
possibly tomorrow,” said Mrs. Goodridge.
Last year, Andre completed his 160-mile swim in a
record 3% days, and the first sighting didn't take place
until he reached Pemaquid, a short swim from Rockport.
“We feel quite confident he’ll arrive when he’s ready,”

said Mrs. Goodridge. “Of course, if he wants to go free,
that’s all right, too. He has an opportunity to go wild
every spring, but he never seems to want to.”

of Andre for many years,” he added. “I do wish him a
safe and pleasant journey, and I want to express my in
tention to visit him at Rockport this summer.”

In Augusta, Andre was on the mind of Gov. Joseph E.
Brennan, who inched away from his suggestion last
month that the press devotes too much space to light
topics like Andre and too little to more substantive stories
such as tax revisions and court reform.

Brennan’s critique of Andre came in an address to the
Maine Press Association in which he had cited Andre as a
symbol of what he thinks is wrong with contemporary
press coverage. The governor’s comments were crit
icized by a lawmaker from the Rockport area who hailed
the seal as good for tourism.

Admitting to a chuckling crowd of reporters that
there’s a soft spot in his heart for “Maine’s most notable
summer visitor,” Brennan said he intends to visit the ce
lebrity seal.
“I would not want the remarks that I made recently to
be misinterpreted as meaning you shouldn’t cover his
trip,” Brennan advised the tittering reporters.
“I must confess today that I’ve been a secret admirer

“Every county should have an Andre,” argued Rep.
Wayne Gray, R-Rockland. “It’s like having your own
Maine Publicity Bureau.”
Andre spends his winters at the New England Aquari
um in Boston, then returns each spring to Rockport,
where he holds the title of honorary harbormaster and en
tertains tourists with his repertoire of tricks.

No Predictions On Andre Arrival, Goodridge
Says; Brennan Among Waiting Fans
ROCKPORT — “No sightings reported year and said he’d take two weeks for the
yet,” says Harry Goodridge of Rockport’s journey and Andre made it in four days. I
honorary harbor master, Andre the seal. did ask him how long he might take this
The marine animal was slipped into the wa time, but he wouldn’t tell me.”
The famous seal now weighs in at 220
ters of Marblehead Bay, Mass., on Wednes
day this week and Goodrich, though his pounds, the New England Aquarium at Bos
friend and trainer, would not hazard a guess ton said on his release Wednesday, and it is
when Andre might appear in Rockport wa notable that the years he leaves Massachu
setts over his ideal weight, he tends to make
ters.
“I don’t predict a thing,” he said Friday a somewhat slower journey than his best
afternoon. “I stuck my neck out that first times.

This will be the seal's sixth spring that he
has made his way back to Rockport Harbor.
Last year’s trek was in record time, two
and a half days. His longest swim was of
almost two weeks’ duration. Should Andre
make good time this year, he should be ex
pected back home sometime on Saturday.
Andre's fans will be keeping watch for him
all along the coast, and telephone wires will
hum as friends, relatives and fans call up
from as far away as California to hear if he
has yet returned or been sighted.
Gov. Brennan was reported to have stated,
at his weekly press conference on Friday,
that he is “a secret admirer" of Andre the
seal and, in fact, he plans to be able to visit
him soon. Brennan will also be able to visit
with Cabot Spot, whose coat is darker brown
in color than Andre’s. The very young seal
measures only tw'o feet long now and it is
hoped he will be good company for Andre
and that Andre will be his mentor. Cabot
Spot was found as an orphan off North Haven
by summer residents and taken to the New
England Aquarium, where he has spent the
winter in company with Andre and the other
harbor seals.

WAITING PATIENTLY — Andre’s almost lifesize granite sculpture by Lincoln
ville sculptor Jane Wasey looks out over Rockport Harbor for the seal’s return after
his annual spring swim from his winter quarters in the New England Aquarium in
Boston. Should Andre make good time again this year, he could be expected back
sometime Saturday.
staff photo

ONE TIRED SEAL — Andre takes a well deserved break Saturday morning while trainer Harry Goodridge prepares
some fish for the honorary Rockport Harbormaster. Also pictured is one of Andre’s Rockport friends, Joe the Gull.
Staff Photo by Caswell

New Record Despite Extra Pounds

Another Year... Another Surprise From Andre
ROCKPORT — Andre the Seal took
everybody by surprise Saturday morning
as he completed his annual swim from

Marblehead, Mass, to Rockport Harbor
in a record breaking 65 hours.
Last year the famous seal made the

“COME ON ANDRE” — Andre was just too tired to perform any tricks for
Harry Goodridge Saturday morning. The famous seal did manage a wink for the
camera however. Andre made the annual swim in a record breaking 65 hours.
Staff Photo by Caswell

journey in a record 82 hours. But Andre
arrived in his native Rockport at 8:30
a.m. Saturday thereby breaking last
year’s record by 17 hours.
John A. Jensen, a local fisherman,
was the first to spot Andre as he entered
Rockport Harbor Saturday morning. Jen
sen noted that it was somehow appropriate
that he should spot the seal since his
niece was one of the people who cared for
Andre during his winter stay in the New
England Aquarium in Boston.
Jensen went up to tell trainer Harry
Goodridge the good news while Andre
put on a rather impressive impromptu
performance for some sailboat crew
members. Andre concluded his first
Rockport performance of the 1979 sea
son by landing on the float near Rockport
Marine.
Andre then entered his harbor pen for a
well deserved rest as Goodridge collected
the various toys and, of course, a bucket
of fish for the seal. “I don’t have a thing
ready for him” said Goodridge who was
obviously astonished at Andre’s un
announced arrival.
In past years people have reported on
Andre’s progress as the harbor seal
stopped off at various resting spots along
the coast. But Andre was obviously all
business during this year’s non-stop,
record breaking journey up the coast.
Dog-Tired Seal
Later Saturday morning a number of
well wishers had gathered at Rockport
Harbor to greet the seal. Andre, however,
was obviously tired from his long journey
and would’t even raise a flipper once he
entered his pen.
“He’s had a long swim, I don’t know
what he will do,” said Goodridge as he
prepared the pen for a special Saturday
morning performance by Andre. The seal
was simply too tired by that time and
showed little interest in performing. Andre
even refused a fresh alewife, one of his
favorite dishes. “Well, that's the show for
today,” said Goodridge.
But Andre was reported to be in superb
form during a late Saturday afternoon
performance. The seal left his pen follow
ing the afternoon performance and didn’t
Continued on the Back Page
of This Section
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Comment
Bob McCammon
names Andre the seal as
his goalie in the deciding
game against the
Voyageurs.

Andre the seal reported
to training camp this
spring in the best shape
ever.

Andre the seal is
rumored to be next head
coach of the New
England Patriots.
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The governor was right
In case you missed it because you were
manning the sump pump in your flooded
cellar, Gov. Brennan has accused newspa
pers of running too many Andre the seal
stories. Brennan said that "in the end it
won’t affect the progress of our state gov
ernment, it won’t change your local prop
erty tax rate or the quality of your local fire
department one bit if Andre reaches Rock
port.”
I was dumbfounded. I hadn’t realized we
had printed that many Andre the seal sto
ries. So I checked the files — the files are
located next to the scissors, tweezers and
nail clippers. Sure enough — a hell of a lot
of Andre the seal stories.

and is the new owner of the Boston Celtics.
The seal said he plans to play all the Celtics’
home games at the New England Aquarium.
The seal said that "Fans deserve better than
the Boston Garden. Andre was asked if the
Celtics would have trouble playing next
year under water in the Aquarium. He an
swered: "Our team is used to it. We had
trouble keeping our head above water this
year.”

Brennan is right. We are pre-occupied
with Andre the seal-type stories. The files
don’t lie. Here are just a sampling of the
hundreds of Andre the seal stories this
paper has carried in our sports section in
the past year:
Red Auerbach says that Andre the seal is
not worth a million dollars. The volatile
general manager of the Boston Celtics
Andre the seal competes in the Boston
broke off negotiations with Andre’s agent,
Marathon. The seal said, "Why not? They
Bob Porpoise, and exclaimed,” The damn let women in now, and old men who take
seal has yet to prove himself. He wants a
two days to finish. Why shouldn’t I have a
fish for every basket, and he can’t even
chance? I’ll take the sewer route.” Race offi
dribble behind his fins. So what if he can
cials expressed concern that Andre’s pres
balance the ball on his nose? If I have to pay ence might make a mockery of the
that fish a million, every other guy with a
traditional event, but Ned Buffoon, who
flip shot will demand a million too.”
holds the course record for fastest time on a
Bob McCammon names Andre the seal as
motorized skateboard, said, "Nonsense. If
his goalie in the deciding game against the
they let sled dogs enter, why not Andre?”
Voyageurs. The revolving door goalie
system of the Mariners continues as Mc
Andre the seal upset Bjom Borg today to
Cammon explained: "We’ve got to develop win the Volvo tennis tournament at North
a goalie to replace Bernie Parent and Conway, N.H. Bellowing at linesmen and
Wayne Stephenson of the Flyers and right gesturing at the crowd, the seal won a tu
now Andre has the inside track just ahead multuous five-set match. After the match,
of Sudsy Settlemyer.”
Andre announced that he was marrying the
Andre the seal admits to using marijua former Miss Atlantic and that the couple
na. Andre says, "I never actually smoked was expecting a baby seal in September.
the stuff. I just sprinkled it on those little
Muhammad-Andre-the seal posted a 15
sea perch to kill the awful fishy taste.”
Commissioner Bowie Tuna fined Andre round split decision over challenger Sting
$200 and said that children look up to seals Ray Charles at Madison Square Garden.
and Andre was not acting in the best inter After the fight Andre said "That shows I am
est of the game.” Andre paid the fine, do the greatest. I now retire and I ain’t no liar.”
nating it to his favorite charity, the Lobster
Andre the seal announced today that he
Reclamation Fund in the North Bering Sea.
refused Red Aurbach’s offer and will not
Andre the seal reported to training camp coach the Celtics. Andre said, "I may be
this spring in the best shape ever. "I’ve only a seal but I ain’t no sucker.” The seal
been swimming five miles a day this winter was the 106th college coach that Aurbach
and I’m going to have a great year,” report has tried to get to lead the hapless Celtics.
ed Andre. The seal took batting practice
Well, as you can see the governor was
before an enthusiastic spring training
crowd of 600 who chanted Andre, Andre, right. And the staff has been told to get seri
Andre. In an afternoon intra-squad game, ous and write less trivial stuff. Writers have
Andre grounded into three 6-4-3 double orders to dress up their columns, so you can
expect to read a considerable number of
plays.
Andre the seal was sensational in a live thoughtful essays in the future. Expect:
concert at the Cumberland County Civic
The use of symbols in high school march
Center. Eight thousand screaming teen ing bands.
agers who paid upwards of $8 a ticket
jammed the Civic Center to hear the seal
The influence of Edgar Allen Poe on Muand his group, The Aquatic People, perform hammed Ali’s poetry.
hits YSCA (Young Seals Christian Associa
Would Shakespeare have made a good
tion) and Aqua-Man. One teen said after the
designated hitter?
concert, "Hey man I really flip out over that
seal, you know what I mean?” Police ar
Will Andre the seal be our next gover
rested 200 youths who tried to tip over the nor?
Civic Center after being turned away be
cause the Center was sold out.
Andre the seal is rumored to be next
head coach of the New England Patriots.
"I’d be perfect for the job,” said the seal. "I
have no interest in going to Colorado and I
love the rocky New England coast.”
Andre the seal buys out John Y. Brown

Good old Andre

Andre is back!

Andre the seal, Maine’s most celebrated summer visi
tor, arrived in his native Rockport on Saturday after
making his sixth annual swim from Massachusetts in
record-breaking time.
__

Maine's Favorite Seal
Back for 6th Summer
ROCKPORT, Me. (^-Maine’s most celebrated summer
tourist, Andre the Seal, began his sixth vacation here Sat
urday after breaking the record for his annual 160-mile
swim from Massachusetts.
The 220-pound harbor seal arrived in his hometown at
8:45 a.m.—65 hours after being set loose in the Atlantic
near Marblehead, Mass., and 17 hours ahead of last year’s
time.
Andre, who winters at Boston’s New England Aquarium,
was only a few days old when his parents apparently
abandoned him 18 years ago among the rocks that separate
Rockport from the ocean. That was when Harry A. Good
ridge, 63, took him in.
“He thought a seal would be fun to have as a compa
nion,” the trainer’s wife, Thalice Goodridge, said Saturday
as her husband fed alewives to Andre.
Goodridge cared for the seal until 1973, when he ar
ranged for a winter berth in Boston. Before that, he had let
Andre roam the ocean in winter and fed him when the seal
returned every summer.
Why he still comes back remains a mystery, Mrs. Good
ridge said. “I guess because it’s home to him. He kind of
baffles all the scientists.”
Since he moved into the national limelight, Andre has
been given the title of honorary harbormaster in Rockport,
and last October the town dedicated a statue of the seal.
Andre himself unveiled his granite likeness, using his
teeth to pull off the cloth.

Andre The Seal Arrives in Maine
ROCKPORT, Maine (AP) Andre the Seal, Maine’s most famous
summer visitor, arrived in Rockport
today for his annual summer vaca
tion, breaking by 17 hours his old re
cord for the 160-mile swim from Mas
sachusetts.
Trainer Harry A. Goodridge said

Andre made the trip in just 65 hours,
making none of his customary stops
along the way.
Goodridge had stocked up on one
of Andre’s favorite fish — alewives —
and he tossed a few into Andre’s pen
as soon as he paddled in, at 8:45 a.m.

Harbor Seal
Sets Mark
For Return
ROCKPORT, Maine (AP) Maine’s most celebrated sumner tourist, Andre the Seal, be;an his sixth vacation in this
nid-coastal town Saturday after
breaking the record for his anlual 160-mile swim from Massa
chusetts.
The 220-pound harbor seal, a
media sweetheart, arrived in his
hometown at 8:45 a.m. — 65
hours after being set loose in the
Atlantic
near
Marblehead,
Mass., and 17 hours quicker
than last year's trip.
Andre, who winters at Bos
ton’s New England Aquarium,
was only a few days old when
his parents apparently aban
doned him 18 years ago among
the rocks that separate Rockport
from the ocean. That was when
Harry A. Goodridge, 63, first
took him in.
‘‘Men who hunt have dogs,
and he thought a seal would be
fun to have as a companion,”
the trainer's wife, Thalice Good
ridge, said Saturday as her hus
band fed alewives — Andre’s fa
vorite fish — to his exuberant,
whiskered friend. “I suppose
there must be some kind of
bond between them,” she add
ed.
Goodridge cared for the seal
until 1973, when he arranged for
the berth in Boston. He allowed
him to roam the ocean in winter
and fed him faithfully when
Andre returned every summer.

~Ff

Andre’s Home Again/<y?9
,z

Andre the Seal began his sixth vacation at
Rockport, Maine, after breaking the record for
his annual 160-mile swim from Massachusetts.
He arrived in his hometown 65 hours after
being set loose in the Atlantic near Boston —
17 hours faster than last year.
Andre was abandoned by his parents 18
years ago and was raised by Harry A.
Goodridge, now 63.
Yesterday Harry fed him alewives, Andre’s
favorite fish. “There’s a kind of bond between
them,” said Harry’s wife Thalice.
Goodridge arranged for Andre’s winter
berth at the New England Aquarium in 1973.
Why Andre comes back remains a mystery.

.

imel
Hungry Andre gets back in record time
By LARRY OUELLETTE
Coastal Bureau
ROCKPORT — Andre the
Rockport
seal arrived
Harbor Saturday morning,
smashing his own record set a
year ago by making his sixth
annual 160-mile journey from
Marblehead, Mass.
65 hours this year.
"This might be something
for the Guinness Book of Records,” said trainer Harry A.
Goodridge, 63, of Andre’s
swift return to his home port
following a winter at the New
England Aquarium.
The seal was released at
Marblehead early Wednesday
afternoon. His arrival here at
8:30 a.m. Saturday bested last
year’s time by more than 17
hours and broke the threeday barrier for the first time.
Last week, Jackie Beuler,
the 18-year-old seal’s vol
unteer trainer at the aquari
um, predicted an eight-day
trip for the 220-pound Andre,
and others warned that
Andre’s "overweight” and
"out of shape” condition

would slow him down in the
water.
"He never stopped,” said
Goodridge, explaining the
speedy trip. "I guess he was
in a hurry to get home.”
Andre appeared chipper
after his long swim but spent
much of the day Saturday
lounging in the sun on the
deck of his pen and displayed
little interest in aquabatics
when Goodridge offered him
an opportunity to show off for
some 50 or 60 well-wishers
gathered at the Rockport pier
in late afternoon.
The first of many Andrewatchers to report a sighting
in the harbor was Taylor
Allen of the Sail Loft restaurant. Goodridge said.
An orphan and longtime
resident of Rockport, Andre
was nursed from infancy by
Goodridge and has become
one of the state’s most
famous and most popular
summer residents.
When one of the on-lookers
gathered at the pier asked
Andre how he felt about Gov.

Joseph E. Brennan’s recent
criticism that the Maine
media spends too much time
covering the seal’s antics and
not enough time covering the
administration and other
"more serious” matters,
Andre slapped his flippers to
gether in applause and
promptly disappeared into

the harbor.
Brennan
issued
statement later in the day
saying, "I see his fast return
as a good sign for a good
summer for Maine. I hope
that his speedy trip will pro
vide leadership for many of
his fans to come to Maine to
see him this summer.”
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Andre the Seal, Maine’s most famous tourist, is back in his pen at Rockport.
—AP Laserphoto

Touring seal sets a record
ROCKPORT, Maine (AP) — Maine’s most
celebrated summer tourist, Andre the Seal,
began his sixth vacation in this mid-coastal town
Saturday after breaking the record for his annual
160-mile swim from Massachusetts.
The 220-pound harbor seal, a media sweet
heart, arrived in his hometown at 8:45 a.m. — 65
hours after being <et loose in the Atlantic near
Marblehead, Mass., and 17 hours quicker than
last year’s trip.
' •
^Andre, who winters at Boston’s New England
Aquarium, was only a fe\# days old when his par
ents apparently abandoned him 18 years ago
among the rocks that separate Rockport from
the ocean. That was when Harry Goodridge, 63,
first took him in.
“Men who hunt have dogs, and he thought a
seal would be fun to have as a companion,” the
trainer’s wife, Thalice Goodridge, said Saturday
as her husband fed alewives — Andre’s favorite
fish — to his exuberant, whiskered friend. “I sup

pose there must be some kind of bond between
them,” she added.
Goodridge cared for the seal until 1973, when
he arranged for the berth in Boston. He allowed
him to roam the ocean in winter and fed him
faithfully when Andre returned every summer.
Why he still comes back remains a mystery,
Mrs. Goodridge said. “I guess because it’s home
to him. He kind of baffles all the scientists.”
Even after all his furious paddling, Andre still
had energy to kiss his master Saturday, and Mrs.
Goodridge said the seal sped along behind his
trainer’s motorboat to the delight of a growing
crowd.
Since he moved into the national limelight,
Andre has been given the title of honorary har
bormaster in Rockport, and last October the
town dedicated a statue of its favorite son. Andre
himself unveiled his granite likeness, using his
teeth to pull off the cloth.
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An eager Andre does it again — in record time
SeaVs swim from Marblehead to Maine takes 65 hours
Andre, the celebrity seal, arrived without fanfare at his Rock
port, Maine, summer home shortly before 9 a.m. yesterday, after
a record-setting 160-mile swim from Marblehead.
He had clipped 17 hours from last year’s time, going the dis
tance this year in 65 hours and 15 minutes.
Andre has won admiration along the New England coast for
his annual swim from Marblehead to the Maine seaport since he
began six years ago.
Each spring his exploit gains wide media attention and is
closely followed by thousands. Sometimes there have been daily
reports of sightings along the way, but this year Andre was not
heard from between his departure amid much fanfare on
Wednesday from Marblehead and his unnoticed arrival yester
day at Rockport.
What the 220-pound harbor seal does each year is characteris
tic of mammals such as seals. Scientists point out that they have
great senses of direction and recall, although they add it is un
usual for seals to swim as far as Andre and with such accuracy.
Thalice Goodridge of Rockport said no one was on hand to
greet Andre yesterday. His arrival was discovered by a fisher
man readying his boat on the waterfront. The fisherman alerted
Taylor Allen of Rockport, who called the Goodridges, Andre's
custodial “parents.”
It was overcast and misty in Rockpo’t when Andre arrived,

but the sun peaked out shortly afterward to greet the town’s
mascot.
When Harry Goodridge learned of Andre’s record-setting ar
rival he rushed to the harbor area with fish promised to reward
his arrival.
Mrs. Goodridge said Andre was in a playful mood, leaping
out of the water and into their small dory.
“He seemed very happy to be back home,” she said.
After consuming 10 pounds of fish, Andre took off for his pen,
moored out in the harbor, apparently to rest from his marathon
swim.
Goodridge, who found Andre when he was apparently aban
doned by his natural mother 18 years ago, taught the seal a series
of tricks he performs daily for summer visitors to the resort
community.
Andre spent the winter at the New England Aquarium, leav
ing from Riverhead Beach in Marblehead at 4:30 p.m. last
Wednesday to begin his swim home for the summer.
The longest time on record for Andre to make the return
swim to Rockport was in 1976 when he took 13 days. Reports at
that time indicated he had made coastal stopovers along the way
to visit other friendly seals.
In 1977, Andre took 92 hours for the swim home.
ANDRE, Page 39

Andre with trainer Harry Goodridge in Rockport, Maine.

(AP file photo)

Andre does it again — in record time
★ANDRE
Continued from Page 33
This year’s journey by the seal had an added dimen
sion. It became something of a political issue after Maine
Gov. Joseph E. Brennan suggested the news media made
too much of the famous seal and not enough of the state’s
“substantive issues,” such as court reform and tax law
revisions.
In an address two weeks ago to the Maine Press Assn.,
he used Andre as a symbol of all that is wrong with
Maine newspaper coverage.

But last Friday the governor hedged a bit on his feel
ings about Andre.
“I must confess that I’ve been a secret admirer of An
dre for many years,” Brennan said. He told the press he
planned to visit Andre in Rockport this summer.
Rep. Wayne Gray of Rockland disagreed with Gov.
Brennan about coverage of Andre.
He said," Every county should have an Andre. It’s like
having your own Maine Publicity Bureau.”
Andre was honored last October in Rockport with the
dedication of a granite statue of the blue gray seal.

Andre arrives with slobbery kiss for ‘dad’
By HAROLD BANKS

Staff Writer
First they couldn’t get the rascal
to move.
Then he turned around and
made it up the coast to Rockport,
Maine, practically like greased
lightning.
His foster-father, Harry Goo
dridge, said Andre was tired and
hungry when he pulled into the har
bor up there at 8:45 a.m. yesterday.
He shouldn’t be tired and hun
gry?
Andre, the uncommon common
harbor seal, made the 160 miles
from Riverhead Beach in Marble
head to Rockport in 64 hours and 15
minutes.
“Broke his previous record by
about 17 hours/’ foster-father said
proudly.
Obviously, Andre, who has been
wintering at the New England
Aquarium here since 1973 and flip
ping back to Rockport to spend the
summers with Goodridge, didn’t
stop to eat — unless a herring or a
mackerel got in his way — or even
to lallygag with any of the ladies
who gave him the glad-eye along
the way.
The funny thing is they had to
drain his tank at the aquarium last
Wednesday to get him out of it and
into a van that took him to Marble
head. But once he wet his pinkies in
the Atlantic he was gung-ho.
And he’s no kid. He’s 18 if he’s a
day, and that’s middle-aged for a
seal. Also, he’s fat — 220 pounds —
but he didn’t let that slow him
down.
“What a relief!” Goodridge, a re
tired tree surgeon and retired har

bor master, said. “I kissed him, and
he gave me a wet, slobbery kiss, and
we shook hands.”
Then Andre slipped into the 32foot-long pen that Goodridge built
for him some years ago, ana waited
to be served breakfast. Goodridge
tossed him a few alewives, which
are a kind of fish, not a bunch of
tipsy women. Andre happens to be
the honorary harbor master, so he
rates some service.
Better still, he’s Rockport’s big
gest summer tourist attraction, so
he gets the royal treatment. Rock
port folks think so much of him they
even dedicated a granite statue of
him last October. It wasn’t the work
of an amateur, either.
It was sculpted by Jane Wasey
of Lincolnville Beach, Maine, who
did the 20-foot head of the huge
statue of Christ on a mountain over
looking Rio de Janeiro.
Andre is pretty tricky.
“He had a million tricks,” Goo
dridge said. “He does a show every
time I feed him. If there are no
tourists, he does a show just for me.
I’m his biggest fan.”
Andre couldn’t have a better fos
ter-father, Goodridge, who took him
in when he was just a three-monthold, orphaned pup, sometimes trav
els 90 miles to Portland, Maine, to
pick up a couple of Hundred pounds
of fish for him. And 90 miles back,
of course.
In the tourist season, Goodridge
puts Andre through his tricks at 4
.m. every day, and a kid passes a
ucket for contributions to keep
Andre in fish.
Andre just picked up a new ad
mirer — Joe Brennan, the governor

of Maine. A couple of weeks ago
Brennan scolded the press for pay
ing too much attention to the likes
. of Andre and too little to important
matters like revisions of tax laws
and court reform.
Friday, Brennan acknowledged
he got a lot of mail after that — and
none of it was favorable. So he said:

“I must confess I’ve been a se
cret admirer of Andre for many
years. I intend to visit him at Rock
port this summer.”
Wait until late July, governor.
He’ll shed his old mottled, brown
coat and look stunning in a new one
of blue-gray fur.

* a recordJ
Andre k^^
back, sets
By Michael McGuire
NEWS Correspondent
ROCKPORT — It was a surprised town and an
astonished Harry Goodridge on Saturday morn
ing, when word began to filter out that Andre the
seal was, indeed, home.
Goodridge, Andre’s trainer, had received no
word of sightings of the seal as he swam up the
coast from Marblehead, Mass., where he was
released after a winter at the New England
Aquarium in Boston. Earlier in the week,
Goodridge had refused to speculate on the
number of days it would take tne harbor seal to
make the journey.
His return was so unexpected, in fact, that the
pen which houses the famous seal during the
summer was not fully prepared. Goodridge
quickly had to round up the seal’s toys, which in
clude a bright yellow ball, a basketball hoop and
a tire suspended across the pen, through which
Andre leaps.
Andre’s swim from Marblehead set a new
record this year with but 65 hours elapsing from
start to finish. Last year the seal impressed his
fans with an 82-hour trip. While there had been
some speculation that Andre’s heavier weight
this year might result in a longer swim, Anare
certainly seemed oblivious to any extra poun
dage as he plied the waters at an average 2.8
miles an hour.
Crew members of a sailboat docked at the
town landing said Andre emerged from the
water about 8:30 a.m. Saturday ana proceeded to
rest on a float adjacent to Rockport Marine.
Apparently the seal was not aware of the
sailboat, since Goodridge explained that the seal
is usually wary of such vessels. Motorpowered

boats don’t seem to upset the playful seal, but as
the wind caused a sail to flutter nearby, Andre
moved closer to the water’s edge in his pen.
By 11 a.m., word had spread of Andre’s return
and the parking lot at the public landing filled
quickly with reporters and Andre’s many fans,
all of whom sported cameras. Young people call
ed to the celebrated seal but got no response
from him.
•
Goodridge plucked some alewives from a
bucket and tried to tempt Andre into taking a bit,
but no luck.
“He’s got to be tired out from the swim,”
Goodridge said.
To be sure, the veteran harbor entertainer
would not even raise a flipper in greeting. He
merely blinked lazily and seemed quite content
to relax in the sun.
Goodridge tried, as he has for six years to pry
from the seal the secret of Andre’s return to
Rockport.
“How do you find your way back?” he asked.
Andre simply turned away, silently.
The Saturday morning return audience was
denied a display of antics on the part of Andre
Saturday morning but Goodridge suggested that
they all come back later in the day.
Andre will be 18 on May 16. Rather than
celebrate with a party or doing something
special, people will most likely find the veteran
seal-actor putting on his nightly show at harbor’s
edge.
As she turned to leave, one woman waved to
Andre, still sleeping in the sun, then turned to her
little girl.
“Summer is almost here if Andre is home.”
she said.

Maine’s Famed Seal, Andre, Returns After Record Swim
ROCKPORT, Maine, May 26 (AP)—
Andre is back, and in record-breaking
time.
Andre, a harbor seal, rates as
Maine’s most celebrated summer tour
ist because he annually swims 160
miles to this mid-coastal town from
his winter home at the New England
Equarium in Boston. The 220-pound

seal arrived at 8:45 a.m.—65 hours
after being set loose near Marblehead,
Mass., and 17 hours quicker than last
year’s trip.
Andre has been named honorary
harbormaster in Rockport, and last
October the town dedicated a statue
of its favorite son with Andre unveil
ing his granite likeness by pulling off
a cloth with his teeth.

Andre lolls in limelight
ROCKPORT (AP) - Andre, who
paddled into Rockport Harbor this week
end, spent his first day of vacation
eating fish and laying in the sun, display
ing little interest in the water games
that make him Maine’s celebrity seal.
Andre swam into Rockport at about
8:45 a.m. Saturday, breaking the record
for the 160-mile swim from Marblehead,
Mass. The 220-pound harbor seal arrived
home 2 days and 17 hours after flipflop
ping his way into the Atlantic near Mar
blehead Wednedsay. Last year it took
him more than three days.
“He never stopped, said trainer Harry
Goodridge. “I guess he was in a hurry to
get home.”
Gov. Joseph E. Brennan, who recently
said it won’t affect the progress of state

Andre entertains.

government or change the local prop
erty tax rate one bit if Andre reaches
Rockport, issued a statement Saturday
welcoming the the seal home.
“I see his fast return as a good sign for
a good summer for Maine,” said Bren
nan, who plans to visit Andre this
summer.
“I hope that his speedy trip will pro
vide leadership for many of his fans to
come to Maine to see him this
summer.”
Andre, who now winters at the New
England Aquarium in Boston, was a few
days old when he was abandoned and
adopted by Harry Goodridge, his 63year-old Rockport trainer.
“Men who hunt have dogs, and he
thought a seal would be fun to have as a

companion,” the trainer’s wife, Thalice,
said Saturday while her husband busied
himself feeding alewives — Andre’s fa
vorite fish — to his playful, whiskered
friend. “I suppose there must be some
kind of bond between them,” she said.
Until 1973 — when Andre’s playful
antics had so frustrated local fishermen
that Goodridge arranged for the berth in
Boston — Goodridge cared for the seal;
letting him roam the ocean in winter and
feeding him when Andre returned every
summer.
Since he moved into the national lime
light, Andr has been given the title of
honorary harbormaster in Rockport,
and last October the town dedicated a
statue of its favorite son. Andre himself
unveiled his granite likeness, using his
teeth to pull off the cloth.

ANIMALS IN SPORTS

ANDRE THE SEAL, manager of Maine Sen.
Edmund Muskie’s ill-fated 1972 presidential
campaign, returned to his native Rockport,
Me., Saturday after making his sixth annual
swim from Massachusetts in record-breaking
time. Andre’s trainer, Harry Goodridge, said

the 220-pound harbor seal made the 160-mile
voyage in 65 hours, about 17 hours faster than
last year. Andre has spent his last six winters
in Boston’s New England Aquarium. “I was
going nuts there,” Andre said. “They kept ask
ing me to umpire Red Sox games.”

Personalities
Film director Roman Polanski says
he “definitely” intends to return to
the United States to be sentenced for
having sex unlawfully with a 13-yearold girl, Newsweek magazine reported
yesterday.
Polanski told an interviewer in
Paris that “hysteria will no longer be
predominant” and that his case is be
ing viewed “in a more rational light,”
the magazine said.
The film director left the country
Feb. 1, 1978, the day before he was
due to be sentenced. “1 pleaded quilty
to avoid the carnival proceedings of a
public trial and to protect the girl’s
anonymity,” he said.
Rosalynn Carter and daughter Amy
arrived yesterday in Geneva, Switzer
land, for a four-day visit that will in
clude a speech by the first lady at the
annual assembly of the World Health
Organization.
Good health is “one of the basic hu
man rights of the world,” said Carter
in a statement made at the airport
where the U.S. delegation, including
HEW Secretary Joseph Califano, was
met by U.S. Ambassador William Vanden Heuval.
Carter’s European tour is also
scheduled to include a private audi
ence with Pope John Paul II at the
Vatican.

Roman Polanski
Crenna.
Guests paid $125 per person to at
tend and 35 patrons—a group of
Washington businessmen—each paid
$2,500. The $135,000 net proceeds will
benefit the Washington, D. C., division
of the American Cancer Society.

/Andre, the 18-year-old homing seal,
aade a speedy return to his summer
^home in Rockport, Maine, Saturday—
finishing his annual 180-mile swim
up the New England coast from Mar
blehead, Mass., in just over 64 hours.
For the blue-gray harbor seal, who
Boston Pops maestro Arthur Fied spends his winters at the New Eng
ler, who suffered a fainting spell, ap
land Aquarium in Boston, and his
parently brought on by exhaustion,
trainer,
rainer, Harry Goodridge, it was a?
Saturday night backstage after a Pops
vet but happy reunion.
J
concert, was in Tufts-New England
''A—performance of Moliere’s—liDon
Medical Center for observation yester Juan” to benefit The Experiment in
day and was expected to stay for two
International Living drew 370 people
to three days, a hospital spokesman to Arena Stage last night at prices
said__ John Wayne, who soon will
from $35 to $300 a seat
begin a voluntary, experimental medi
The organization, which funds crosscal treatment for cancer, spent a com
cultural exchanges, presented scholar
fortable night and his condition is sta ships to two local students after the
ble, a UCLA Medical Center spokes performance.
man said yesterday. The 71-year-old
Among those attending the per
actor learned Friday that tests had
formance and reception were Mrsj
shown a recurrence of cancer.
Michael Blumenthal, a sponsor of an
exchange; former ambassador to
Among the 1,200 guests, who at
Vietnam and Mrs. Ellsworth Bunker;
tended the annual Cancer Ball Satur
Mrs. Sol Linowitz, former director
day evening and danced to the music
of the Board of Trade; and a special
of Peter Duchin and his orchestra
assistant to Mayor Marion Barry,
were Joseph Tydings, former senator
John Mack, who made the scholarship
from Maryland, Dr. LaSalle Leffail,
presentation.
national president of the Cancer Soci
—Ann Corbett
ety, and celebrity guest Richard

Andre breaks record
Andre the seal relaxes in his cage at Rockport Saturday after swimming from Massachusetts to Maine in
record time. Andre received a worm welcome from his

friend and trainer, Harry Goodridge, who is standing
closest to the distinguised summer visitor. Story on Page
>7. (NEWS Photo by Michael McGuire)

Andre...Rockport, Maineloj^bust!

(Photos: Jeff Goldberg)

Brennan gets
80 Andre letters
'

By TOM ATWELL
Press Herald writer
?aRhaS bee" thG SUbjGCt Of about 80 letters
to
Gov. Joseph E. Brennan over the past month, ranking the Rock
port summer resident just a little behind energy and Tight to
work issues as the reason people write to Brennan
Brennan used Andrea in a speech before the Maine Press As
sociation a month ago as an example of how newspapers could
sX°HVeiHh!mSelVeS' He Said' in one brief section^ length
and snen^r n®wspaPers should cover more substantive issues
PrP«
mei°n S°ft features like the ones about the seal,
mp 1 ♦ S®cretary Lawrence Spiegel said the governor never
HX"in° be CriAtlCa °f Andre’ and he believes the newspaper is
right in using Andre stories.
P
i- ? ! 3 <r,eat story every year,” Spiegel said. “It’s good mihlicity for Maine. It's a unique relationship between a man^nd
an animal. The speech was not critical of Xndre per se bul crit
stories ”C apPr°ach newsPaPers take toward the story and other
But letters began coming in, both to the governor himelf and
to newspapers. Some people thought the governor wTs belSg
ipntlCa ¥ the Seal and others understood that Brennan was crib
icizing the press and not the seal, but said they would rather
read aboel Andre than some of the more important stohes
.. Many of them said that they read so much negative news
that H s nice to see stories like the ones about Andrea ” ex
plained Oz Bengur, an assistant to the governor who handles
correspondence.

Once the letters started coming in, Brennan started dis
Pnnf'H? ?ndre more' He bas said that if there was a popularity
e H
Andre and him’ Andre would Probabfv win He

r cult

write, more important and possibly more boring sto-

“Andre has become part of his repertoire,” said Spiegel "He
has used a number of Andre lines before several groups but he
has never retreated from anything he said ”
Several people in the State House, both inside the governor’office and outside of it, have said that the fact that the prespublicized the Andre section of Brennan’s speech so heavily
only proves the governor was right.
But the Maine Press Association, in its newsletter, apparent
ly understood the speech, calling it “critical but constructively
so and saying the governor understands the role of the press".
n reprinting excerpts of the speech, the association left out
most of the section on Andre, reprinting the other more sub

stantive criticisms.
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Andre's 'thing'
Northport
To the Editor:
Do you suppose Andre tried to pro
ve to the governor that you could do
“your thing” in record time (and do it
right)?
Edna M. Loberg

Rockport
gets new
master
of harbor
,By JEAN FREEDMAN
Coastal Bureau
ROCKPORT — "I have had
enough,” Harry Goodridge
said Monday, commenting on
his more then 20 years of ser
vice as the local harbormas
ter.
"I guess it is time for some
new blood,” he added Tues
day, the day after he tendered
his resignation to selectmen.
"I just got tired, there are
no problems with anyone. As
a matter of fact I tired to
resign several years ago but
the town manager would not
let me. 1 am still willing to
serve as a constable and my
boat and I will be available to
help in the harbor if we are
needed,” he explained.
In addition to serving the
town, Goodridge owns a tree
service company and is busy
caring for and training Andre,
Rockport’s famous seal and
summer resident. "Andre
slept a good deal this morn
ing,” Goodridge said, "but
spent some of the morning
playing around.”
Andre returned to Rock
port Saturday after a record
65-hour swim from Marble
head, Mass., where he was re
Ex-Rockland harbormaster Harry Goodridge
leased Wednesday after his
contemplates you-know-who.
winter stay at the New Eng
land Aquarium in Boston.
Goodridge said he has not
heard anything further about
"I expect that the harbor They usually only wanted one
bringing up a young male seal
called Cabot Spot to share committee will talk to me mooring.
"Over the past 20 years I
Andre’s cage this summer. about any new rules they pro
"Perhaps they don’t think I pose for the harbor because I have seen many more boats
am a good enough trainer,” have been around for a while moor in the harbor. It’s built
and know the area,” he ex up very quickly. About 10
he added.
plained.
years ago, there were 86
Weston said the committee boats and just last year I
"I don’t know if the harbor
committee, which is working has been working on an allo counted 110,” he concluded.
on rules for the harbor, has cation plan for placing moor
any plans to move Andre’s ings in the harbor and the
cage from its present location establishment of a channel.
near the shore,” Goodridge He predicted that the plan
probably would not be ready
said.
to present to residents for
Town Manager R. Paul review until early summer.
Weston said Tuesday that
"I think the harbormaster’s
there are no plans to move job will become more time
the cage. "Harry has been a consuming with more boats
good harbormaster, and I am and larger demand for more
sorry to see him go. I guess he floats and moorings. In time I
doesn’t want to take on more think the fishermen will want
responsibility at this time,” to keep a float in all winter
he said.
and have a float up on Goose
River,” Weston explained.
Goodridge said he has "a
Goodridge said "there have
lot of confidence” in Walter not been any hard and fast
Curtis, who was appointed rules about moorings in the
harbormaster by selectmen harbor. Basically the system
Monday night.
has been first come first
Goodridge said he has not serve. Everyone wants to be
been asked to sit in on the in close. I have always tried
harbor committee meetings to make sure the commercial
which have been held Sunday fishermen got their spaces
evenings for the past several and then the waterfront land
owers who pay higher taxes.
weeks.

Andre’s pal
Cabot Spot
comes today
*
. .
Little brown Cabot Spot, the
one-year-old, 100-pound harbor
seal that became friends with
Rockport’s Andre this winter, will
join him in his pen today between
2 and 3 p.m. if all goes as planned.
Carla Skinder, animal
technologist at the New England
Aquarium, says she will' drive
Cabot Spot to Rockport from
Boston today “as an experiment.”
“Before we sent Smoke up, but
that was for breeding purposes
and nothing happened,” said
Skinder, “so we thought we’d try
a male.”
“We though it would be tiice to
send up a young animal, then
perhaps, someday, we can release
the seal with Andre from
Marblehead,” she said.
“But it’s all speculation!,” she
laughed.
Skinder planned to leave
Boston at 10 a.m., stop in
Boothbay to drop off two seals for
exhibition at the Bigelow Lab,
then go to Rockport.
Whether Cabot Spot stays or
returns next year, depends “on
how well he adjusts,” Skinder
says, “and how well Harry gets
along with him. After all, he’s the
one who knows about these
things.”

Educational Andre
To the editor:
I certainly hope Andre the seal will-contin
ue to be carried in the news. My school chil
dren at the Henry Cottrell School in
Monmouth watch the papers each year lor
Andre's safe return to Rockport.

enjoy his story and the pictures they see ot
him in my scrapbook and in the original book.
This year for the first tipie there is a new
book about Andre by Lew DieU that they can
read themselves. This sparks creative writ
ing stories and lively discussions. I certainly
hope that the KJ will continue to follow

They arc excited to know that Andre lives
in their state and that they can go visit him
and watch him perform in the summer. They

Mrs. Doris Holman

Andre
not too
friendly

ROCKPORT (AP) - Andre
the seal, Maine’s highly touteci
celebrity, was not about tc
share the limelight with com
pany Thursday when a compa
nion showed up from Boston.
Cabot Spot, a one-year-old
harbor seal who also winters
at the New England Aquarium
in Boston; as does Andre, ar
rived here by truck.

Aquarium officials are
hoping that Spot will take a
liking to Rockport Harbor and
life in the spotlight so that he
will tag<dong with Andre when
he makes his annual swim
from Marblehead, Mass., next
year.
But Andre would have none
of that sort of thing when the
new seal was lowered into the
floating pen.
Splashing violently and forc
ing Cabot Spot under water,
Andre had to be poked by a
long pole to keep him from
drowning the new occupant.
Andre's less-than-hospitable
greeting did not last long, how
ever, and the two seals were
soon swimming in their sepa
rate corners.
“I guess he (Andre) wanted
to let the kid know who was
boss,” said Andre’s trainer,
Harry Goodridge.
He said he didn’t know
whether Cabot would remain
here until fall.
“It depends on how they get
along and how I get along with
Cabot and a whole bunch of
other things I don’t know about
yet,” Goodridge said.
Spot was found abandoned
off North Haven Island last
May by a member of the Cabot
family near the Cabot estate.
The 100-pound seal, who is
less than half the size of
Andre, became acquainted
with Andre at the aquarium
last winter.
Earlier this month, Andre
completed his sixth annual
swim from Marblehead to his
summer home here — a dis
tance of 160 miles — in a
record 65 hours.

Andre vs. Cabot Spot
All is quiet
after short war
of acquaintance
By JEAN FREEDMAN
Coastal Bureau
ROCKPORT — Andre displayed displeasure
at the arrival of a companion, Cabot Spot, by
fiercely attacking the scared one-year-old baby
seal a few minutes after he was placed in
Andre’s pen Thursday afternoon.
Andre, who turned 18 Wednesday, signaled
his unhappiness with Cabot Spot’s arrival by
hissing at the seal pup as Cabot Spot, still in his
traveling cage, was placed on the platform on
Andre’s pen which had been moved up to the
public landing for the baby seal’s arrival.
After Cabot Spot’s release into Andre’s pen,
both seals swam around. The baby seal, obvious
ly wary of his new surroundings, let Andre swim
after and consume pieces of fish thrown into the
pen by Andre’s trainer and friend Harry Good
ridge.
The suddenly, the two seals began to fight,
with Goodridge yelling at Andre to stop. After a
few rounds of biting and clawing with nails on
their front flippers Andre pinned Cabot Spot
under the platform of the pen. Goodridge was
unable to dislodge them. Andre, weighing over
200 pounds, had a weight advantage over the
100-pound seal pup.
"I guess it makes a difference if it’s a male or
female,” Goodridge said. A female seal, Smoke,
had spent two summers with Andre and the two
got along, although they were not domestically
inclined.
Andre finally came up for air, started acting
unfriendly and Goodridge gave him a whack
over the head with a long-handled boathook.
"Cut it out or you will get another one,” Good
ridge told the seal. Andre swam away and
sulked at the far end of the pen.
"I guess he is thinking about his headache,”
Goodridge mused.
Carla Skinder, a technician at the New Eng
land Aquarium, who drove Cabot Spot to Rock
port, said the two seals had gotten along fine at
the aquarium in Boston where Andre winters
and Cabot Spot was brought when he was just
several days old. Cabot Spot was abandoned off
North Haven last May and found by a member of
the Cabot family near their summer home.
Ms. Skinder said that they might be fighting
because the pen is Andre’s territory. She sug
gested dividing the pen to keep the seals sepa
rate, but Goodridge said it would be difficult.
As minutes passed, the two seals swam on op
posite sides of the pen eyeing each other. Sat
isfied that the two seals would get along,
Goodridge towed the pen back to its mooring
about 50 feet from the public landing.
And calm decended over Rockport harbor
once again.

Andre, at left, lunges at Cabot Spot
in the unfriendly early moments of
their meeting Thursday in Rock
port. (Freedman Photo)
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Maine’s Roaming Seal
Accepts A Playmate
1
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ROCKPORT, Maine (AP) - when company arrived from
Andre the seal, Maine's Boston.
traveling celebrity, wasn’t
about to share the limelight
Cabot Spot, a young seal who
also winters at Boston's New
England Aquarium, arrived by
truck Thursday. Aquarium of- '
ficials hope Spot will take a
liking to Rockport Harbor so
that he will tag along when the
older seal makes his seventh
annual swim from Marblehead,
Mass., next year.
But when the new seal was
lowered into the floating pen,
Andre had to be poked to keep
him from drowning the new
occupant. Soon, however, the
two seals were swimming in
their separate corners.
I
"I guess he wanted to let the
kid know who was boss,” said
Andre’s trainer, Harry Goo
dridge. He said he didn’t know
how long Cabot would stay.

In Washington Brennan
gives state seal his due
time the state’s chief executive has
spoken at the annual function, which
featured Maine blueberry pie and door
WASHINGTON — Maine Gov. prizes donated by Maine businesses.
During his talk, Brennan continued
Joseph E. Brennan thinks that if Maine
to
take several jabs at the press corps.
newspapers had their way, the governor
"Personally, I only read the Boston
would be Andre the seal.
Globe and the New York papers, be
"It’s clear that if Andre decided to
run against me he’d win,” Brennan told cause I don’t like to read negative
the Maine State Society in Washington things about myself,” Brennan said.
"Actually, the Globe sent a reporter
this week.
to interview Andre, who said I was all
"Actually it might not be too bad.
He’d have my headaches and I’d have wet and in over my head.”
In fact, Brennan sounded as if he
his popularity with the press.”
were
actually running against Andre as
The society, a gathering of Pine Tree
his
mood
turned serious and he gave a
State natives who work and live in
campaign style speech on Maine and
Washington, sponsored its annual lob
ster dinner — a creature, Brennan said, the energy crisis.
"with a skin thicker than a politician’s.”
"Our stations are open and it does
Brennan was in a jocular mood as he not cost one dollar a gallon,” Brennan
explained to the 450 diners about his al said. "We are experiencing a slowdown
tercation with the press over Andre, the in delivery, but I believe we will be able
to cope with it.”
annual summer visitor.
Brennan said he would order "new
"When I said the press made too
much of Andre, it was construed as crit and stricter” regulations governing the
icism of Andre,” Brennan said. "It was use of state vehicles and would restrict
the worst thing I’ve done since I’ve travel by state employees.
"Maine is acting responsibly in deal
been governor.”
This year’s dinner marked the first ing with the energy crisis,” he told his
By GARY THOMAS
Press Herald Bureau

If Andre harbors
grudge it’s silent
By JEAN FREEDMAN
Coastal Bureau
ROCKPORT — "Andre and Cabot Spot seem to be get
ting along all right today, but Cabot Spot has not eaten yet,”
Harry Goodridge, Andre’s trainer, said Friday, a day after
Andre attacked the year-old male seal pup who came to
spend the summer.
Goodridge said he was not worried about the pup s not
eating because it will take him a while to get used to the
new surroundings.
. ,
Carla Skinder, a technician at the New England Aquari-]
um who brought Cabot Spot to Rockport by truck, said
Friday that she doesn’t "expect the seal to eat for a week or
two until he becomes accustomed to the pen, Harry and his
new food. I would be surprised if he ate today.”
Ms. Skinder noted that if Cabot Spot still hasn’t eaten at
the end of two weeks, "we will have to consider coming up
to Maine and taking him back to the aquarium. It might
take him a while to adjust because he is a shy animal. The
time he spends with Andre will depend upon how well he
adjusts,” she added.
"Our specific goal is to train Cabot Spot to be another
Andre and swim from Massachusetts to Maine.”
This month Andre made his sixth swim to Rockport from
Marblehead, Mass., in a record 65 hours.
"Actually, Harry will be the one who will influence Cabot
Spot’s return to the Rockport pen, not Andre, she said, ex
plaining that Goodridge "has done a marvelous job training
Andre.”
,
.
"This summer we are testing to see if there is a rapport
between the pup and Harry. The young seal might pick up
some simple tricks this summer, but it takes several years
for the seals to learn tricks well,” she went on.
Goodridge said Friday he does not intended to let Andre
or Cabot Spot out of their pen "for a while, at least until
Andre gets his new coat in July and Cabot Spot becomes
tamer, and I feel I can trust him to come back. But you
never know how a seal will react,” he added.
The baby seal probably would adjust more rapidly to his
new surroundings if he had a pen of his own, Goodrndge
said. But he added that a second pen is out of the question
because it would be too expensive.
Asked why he thought Andre attacked the smaller male
seal when he arrived in Rockport Thursday, Goodridge
said, "Andre was probably just trying to show him who is
b°As of Friday afternoon, it looked as if the two male seals
had, at the very least, established a truce.

audience. "On its own, it won’t save a
lot of fuel. But we have the responsibili
ty to set an example ... I am hopeful
there will be ample fuel for your trip to
Maine this summer.”
Brennan also gave a plug for a bill to
require suppliers to report anticipated
supplies and delivery of fuel. He noted
that there was a shortage of home heat
ing oil this past winter, forcing the state
to borrow supplies from Department of
Defense stocks. He noted that the oil
had all been repaid.
"If we had this bill, we wouldn’t have
had that trouble,” he said.
Brennan also said that he will con
centrate on economic development for
the state after the Legislature adjourns.
As part of that theme, several young
Maine women chosen as representa
tives of Maine agricultural industries
made unabashed pitches for their prod
ucts, such as ootatoes, apples and blue
berries.
"He spent the past four years saving
Maine from the Indians,” said Donald
R. Larrabee, the governor’s representa
. tive in Washington.
"Presumably he will spend the next
four saving it from the Republicans.’

{^Brennan
s continues
Andre 'feud'
Gannett Washington Bureau
Joseph Brennan thinks that if Maine
newspapers had their way, the governor
would be Andre the seal.
“It’s clear that if Andre decided to run
against me he’d win,’’ Brennan told the
Maine State Society in Washington
Thursday night. “Actually it might not
be too bad. He'd have my headaches and
I'd have his popularity with the press.’’
The society, a gathering of Maine na
tives who work and live in Washington,
sponsored its annual lobster dinner —
the menu featuring a beast, Brennan
said, “with a skin thicker than a poli
tician’s.”
Brennan was in a jocular mood as he
explained to the 450 well-stuffed diners
about his altercation with the press over
Andre, the annual summer visitor.
“When I said the press made too much
of Andre, it was construed as criticism
of Andre,” Brennan said. “It was the
worst thing I've done since I've been
governor.”
This year’s dinner marked the first
time the state’s chief executive has
spoken at the annual function, which
featured Maine blueberry pie and door
prizes donated by Maine businesses.
During his talk, Brennan took several
jabs at the press corps.
“Personally, I only read the Boston
Globe and the New York papers, be
cause I don’t like to read negative things
about myself,” Brennan said. “Actual
ly, the Globe sent a reporter to inter
view Andre, who said I was all wet and
in over my head.”

Andre, at Rockport, conducts his own feud with pen-mate Cabot Spot

spanked for
bullying pup
By Michael McGuire
District Correspondent

ROCKPORT — Upset over the in
troduction of another seal into his
harbor pen Thursday, Andre lost
his temper and attempted to bully
the smaller seal out of the
enclosure.
Cabot Spot, a year-old Harbor
Seal who was trucked to Rockport
by the New England Aquarium,
had been in the pen no more than a
few minutes when Andre suddenly
turned on the smaller seal and
began thrashing him.
Andre’s trainer, Harry
Goodridge, attempted to part the
two seals using a blunt boat hook.
When Andre drove Cabot Spot
under one end of the enclosure,
Goodridge chose to thump Andre
forcefully with the hook, which
resulted in Andre swimming away
from the frightened and
disoriented seal pup.
Both Goodridge and aquarium
employee Carla Skinder expressed
concern that Andre had bitten or
clawed the smaller seal but when
Cabot Spot poked his head above
the water there appeared to have
been no harm done.
The scene was witnessed by a
large crowd which gathered at the
public landing to welcome the
young seal. Goodridge had decided
earlier to bring Andre’s pen
alongside the public landing area.
Following the incident, Goodridge,
visibly disturbed by the affair, ex
plained that it was a matter of ter
ritory that prompted Andre to shed
his usual frolicsome character.
The pen, Goodridge explained, is
Andre’s domain which he will at
tempt to protect. Last summer An
dre had a female seal companion,
Smoke, and while there were no
known incidents between the two,
Goodridge suggested that Cabot
Spot’s masculinity may have
sparked the violent display.
The young Cabot Spot was
brought to the aquarium when he
was but three or four days old.
Carla Skinder said the young seal
has not been outside the confines of
the seal pool since he was brought
to the aquarium. There was no
fighting among the seals in the
pool, she said, but attributed that to
the neutrality of the seal pool.

Cookie Seal Learns Rough Lesson

You Don't Upstage The Grand (Harbor) Master
by Helen Barnes
Assistant News Reporter
ROCKPORT'— For all his hamming for
photographers, his almost human under
standing of events around him and his
relationships with people, Andre showed
indisputably Thursday that he is, after
all, still a wild seal.
Another peaceful picture-taking session
suddenly turned into frothing sea water
and cries of concern as the 18-year-old
seal turned viciously on his new com
panion Cabot Spot. For his trouble Andre
received a good thumping on the head
and retired to a corner to sulk.
No Room For Attention-Getter
Andre, who is usually the center of at
tention, was upstaged momentarily by
the winsome interloper Cabot Spot, a
caramel-colored seal with big brown
spots around each eye.
Andre’s pen was brought close to the
Rockport wharf Thursday afternoon so
the new seal could be loaded to the pen.
Cabot was driven by truck from the New
England Aquarium in Boston by Carla
Skinder, an animal handler there. As the
small gathering at the wharf waited for
the truck, Andre performed a few of his
tricks, begged for fish, and was his usual
charming self.

j__ i iu„
The truck finally arrived and the cage
bearing the raccoon-like Cabot Spot was
carried to the wharf side where he got his
first look at Rockport Harbor. When the
cage was put on the decking of Andre s
pen, the older seal climbed up to have a
look and the two touched noses through
the caging. Cabot Spot was allowed out of
the cage and into the pen water where he
spent a few moments getting used to his
new home.
Andre’s trainer, Harry Goodridge,
threw a few pieces of fish to the far end
of the pen where Cabot was swimming,
but the crafty Andre would shoot across
the pen in seconds and gobble down the
fish first. Cabot, more concerned about
his new surroundings than eating, did not
seem to mind a bit.
Suddenly the water started to froth and
spray went everywhere as Andre at
tached the younger seal, biting and
scratching Cabot’s neck with his flipper
claws. First at one end of the pool and
then at the side, Andre finally cornered
the smaller seal at the near end and tried
to hold him under water.
Territorial Ledge Instinct
Goodridge grabbed a nearby boat hook
and gave Andre a healthy jab trying to
separate him from the smaller seal.

••r’ui
vou'll get another, he
‘Cut that nut
out nr
or you’ll
warned Andre.
But the two disappeared under the
decking at the end of the pen and for a
few anxious moments, it was much too
quiet.
,.
,
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Goodridge poked with his pole, but
could not reach the two seals until Andre
reappeared and got a good thumping on
the head. He retreated to the far end of
the pool where he floated, sulkily looking
into the corner of the pen. Occasionally
he would throw his head back and open
his jaws wide to display his powerful
teeth.
“This is Andre’s ledge,” Goodridge
explained to those watching. “It makes
a difference if it (his visitor) is a male or
female.” In the wild, he explained, a male
seal will drive away other males from his
territorial ledge.
Little Cabot, less than half Andre’s 200
pounds and not half his size, finally crept
out from under the decking and kept his
distance.
As the uneasy truce was restored,
Goodridge and Skinder considered what
to do. They considered splitting the pen,
but decided that would be a major ProjpjojContinued on Page Two
of This Section

CUT IT OUT, ANDRE! Trainer Harry Goodridge gives Andre the Seal a good thumping with a boathook as he at
tempts to separate the older seal and the younger Cabot Spot. The two were locked in a territorial dispute soon after Cabot
was brought from Boston for the summer. There were no serious injuries other than bruised egos.
Staff Photo by Barnes
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Andre — Upstaging
(Continued from Page One)
ect. As the minutes went by and no more
fighting occurred, he commented that
Andre may have established his superior
ity and there would be no more trouble.
The two glided back and forth, sometimes
coming close together, but no more fight
ing was seen.
Skinder said that in the Aquarium
Andre and Cabot Spot had lived quite
peacefully in the pen there and that all
the seals seem to get along well. There
are no territorial areas there, she said.
In the past Andre has had female com
panions from the Aquarium with him in
Rockport, but this is the first year a
young male has been brought up.
It is hoped that Cabot Spot, found on
North Haven last year and taken as a new
pup to the Boston facility, would learn
many of Andre's tricks and would learn
to navigate his way to Rockport by water
as Andre does each year.
A11 Quiet Friday
After an hour or so of careful watching,
Goodridge and Skinder decided to leave
the two seals to work out their differences
and the pen was moved gingerly back to
the middle of the harbor.
On Friday, Goodridge said that all was
still quiet. Andre had to show who was
boss, he said. Cabot, he said, was still
not eating and is unused to his new sur
roundings.
Goodridge said he and the new seal
would have to get used to each other and
determine how intelligent Cabot is before
he decides what kind of training to plan.

Andre jealous of new companion
Andre the seal considered it an in
vasion of privacy, Thursday, when
Cabot Spot, a year-old seal pup from
the New England Aquarium was set
loose in Andre's Den. Tempers flared

briefly but the seals soon contented
themselves with swimming around,
keeping a discreet distance from
each other. (NEWS Photo by Michael
McGuire)

Thanks, Andre
Guilford
To the Editor:
Headlines on the front page of the
BDN on May 7 read, “Thousands pro
test growth of N-power”; “Kurdistan
oil cleanup under way”; “PUC says
N-shut costs can be passed on”; “Gas
supplies remain tight across nation”;
“Half of Maine stations close”;
“Millinocket school panel closes
down.”
And then, there is the day’s bright
spot — Andre is home!!
/ y/ Wilma Moulton

Those who thought Gov. Joseph
Brennan was making a wellI reasoned point with his Andre
. comments, learned last week this
non-event is likely to go on
indefinitely. Andre’s potential
successor is already on hand.
You will recall the sequence: The
governor grabbed the Maine press
by the lapels and accused it of an
unhealthy fondness for the easy-towrite story, the sexy story, the
meringue story, such as “the annual
migration of Andre the seal.”
All this trivia, he said, was
delivered to the public at the
sacrifice of substantive issues that
affect citizens seriously and deeply.
- Some legislators have made this
- criticism before now, and former
• Sen. William Hathaway voiced it
with relation to the Washington

Andre II
scene.
The press itself is conscious that
its craft of highlighting, condensing,
extracting can never satisfy
everyone from one day to the next.
But. . .
Legislators and senators and
governors, accustomed to viewing
government from within, have a
parochial perspective. As they
remind the press on occasion that it
is overlooking the trees — which is
correct — we must respond that
they sometimes fail to see the
forest. Life is made up of other
components that touch people in
fundamental ways.
As the governor learned when the
Andre remark was first made, the
day’s news is so stupifying, so
certain to impinge unhappily upon
everyone’s consciousness, that the
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human, the humane, become
equally needful to sanity.
The press can’t leave Andre alone
because it has duties at different
levels. It doesn’t intend and it
doesn’t pretend to reflect each
movement of the legislature or of
government at large. No one would
read it if it did. It offers a synthesis
of what a responsible citizen needs
to know. And in the long run, despite
the best intentions and sober
attention to the significant, the
portentous, the really relevant side
of the news, more people will read
and want to read about Andre.
Consequently the report that £
young foundling seal was ir
Rockport with the elderly ant
mortal Andre, must have come a:
bad news to a few and delight t<
many.

Andre
a major
star
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ROCKPORT,
Maine
(UPI) — Without the
fanfare of an aquarium
circus, a blue-grey spotted
harbor seal has become a
major sea attraction on the
East Coast, amusing
crowds of hundreds each
day, and thriving on the
attention.
Andre the seal, orphaned
18 years ago off an island
along the coast of Maine,
has adopted tiny Rockport
harbor as his home — and
now serves as honorary
harbor ma s ter, delighting
cheering crowds with his
tricks and performances.
His trainer and friend,
Harry Goodridge, 63, the
real harbormaster at
Rockport for 20 years and
one of Maine’s first
commercial scuba divers,
said recently Andre has
amazed scientists and
oceanographers with his
ability to learn and to act,
and with his keen sense of
homing. That talent brings
him back to Rockport each
summer after wintering at
Boston’s New England
Aquarium, while the
nation watches.
“We make no attempt to
keep Andre here with us.
He knows he can go any
time he wants. We let him
out of his makeshift pen to
swim wherever he wants,
but he stays around the
harbor, playing with the
fishermen and sleeping in
their
boats,”
said
Goodridge.
The seal is also selfsupporting. Andre paraphanalia, T-shirts, books
and photographs can be
purchased
throughout
Maine. The profits ob
tained are held in trust to
pay for any expenses in
curred by the seal, for food
or other care needed.
This year, for the sixth
time, Andre made his 180mile swim from Marblehad, Mass, to Rockport,
without coaxing, without
help, without any en
couragement, other than
the knowledge that he
would be with friends when
he returns to Rockport.
He did it in a record 64
hours — 17 hours faster
than ever before. His long
journey home took three
weeks one year, while
coastal residents reported
sighting the seal playing in
coves, darting among
boats, and playing with
other harbor seals along
the way.
Andre puts on “a show”
for Rockport visitors and
residents each day when
Goodridge brings him a
pail full of herring for
dinner.
He
responds
to
Goodridge’s commands,
jumping through a tire
hoop, shooting a layup
through a basketball net,
blowing.a whistle all to
delight of children and
adults who stand around
the harbor viewing the
show with amazement.
They laugh and clap,
cheering Andre on.
“And Andre loves it,”
said Goodridge. Andre also
claps for himself, and
kisses his companion,
Cabot Spot, a year-old
harbor seal aquarium
officials hope will pick up
Andre’s instincts and
reactions.
Goodridge asks Andre to
pose for photographers
along shore, and the seal
lays on his back, flips up
his head and fins in a
curled position.
Goodridge said there are
more than 200,000 harbor
seals off the coast of
Maine, animals which
could someday serve
useful purposes for man,
assisting
in
rescue
operations “and doing
things men have not been
able to do.”

He said harbor seals
have a sixth sense whch
allows them to detect
slight disturbances miles
away in the ocean.
Goodridge tells of one
incident when he and
friends were diving off an
island 4 miles from Andre
who was sleeping on a
small boat dock when they
left.

ndre
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adding that he would welcome Andre back
lie aquarium.of fpedine Andre.
and denying that the aquarium was upset
"When we had a female seal spend two
because of the cost of feeding him.
summers with Andre we sent enough food
Goodridge said Monday that he would not ‘V for both seals,” he said? During the summake a decision about Andre’s winter activ- ■ ymers of 1977 and 1978, Smokey a female
ites until mid-November. "I would like to
Seal? shared Andre's pentiri the tfuitlesg
see Andre take a sabbatical this winter and
spend it in the Atlantic. If he just would
Ms. Skinder said she was concerned that
leave the boats alone in the harbor, he
Cabot Spot had.been released from the pen.
would never have to see the inside of a
"Harry did trot tell us he was going to let
cage."
the cub out. CaEot is very nervous. Cabot is
He said the 18-year-old harbor seal has
not as people-oriented as some of the other
been "pretty good” the few times he has
seals Harry has had in the past. You can not
been allowed to swim free in the harbor this
trust the seal pup to have the sense or the
summer. "He sleeps in boats and I bail them
desire to come back,” she explained.
out. That’s not a problem,” he said.
Ms. Skinder said Monday "that the aquar
She added that if Cabot has joined a
ium would certainly feed Andre. As far as I
group of other seals in the ocean, "He prob
am concerned, we would welcome him
ably will make out OK.” Goodridge said
back.”
that he has checked on seals seen nearby
Prescott explained that the aquarium has
but has not spotted Cabot Spot.
several harbor seals "and having one more
Goodridge noted that he had let Cabot
mouth to feed is no big deal.” Prescott Said
Spot out of the pen several times this sumhe and Goodridge have never discussed the

mer."Sometimes the pup was reluctant to
leave the pen; other times he would leave
the pen, swim about 20 feet and then swim
right back into the pen. 1 don’t know how
they would expect Cabot to swim back to
Rockport if I didn’t let him out of the cage to
get used to the ocean,” Goodridge said.
Asked if the aquarium had any problem
with the fact that Goodridge is ignoring the
federal requirement that he must get a
license to exhibit Andre, Prescott said,
"Harry’s care and concern for animals is
great. I am sure if he made application for
the permit and asked for a variance he
would probably get it. Harry has always ex
ceeded the minimum levels of care.”
There has been some question as to
whether Goodridge would have to enlarge a
section of Andre’s pen to meet the new
laws. "Even our aquarium pools do not all
comply with the federal size guidelines, and
we expect to seek a variance in this area,”
Prescott said.

Andre
Portents/

ntra.)«
Z'7^? Maybe it’s
time he took
a sabbatical
Monday when Harry called the aquarium to
tell them that the 16-month-old seal cub
Cabot Spot had been missing from Andre’s
pen for 10 days.
ROCKPORT — Where is Andre the seal
Cabot Spot had been sent by the aquari
going to spend the winter?
That hasn’t been a problem over the past um to spend the summer with Andre in
few years — the famous seal, recently hopes the pup would learn Andre’s long-dis
chosen Townsperson of the Year by this tance feat of swimming back to Rockport
town and Camden, has been the guest of the from Massachusetts.
New England Aquarium in Boston.
Goodridge said that aquarium trainer
But now his trainer, Harry Goodridge, is Carla Skinder "was very upset that I had
just a little mad at the aquarium over some not notified them sooner about the pup not
comments he feels slighted the seal, and returning to the pen which had been left
were perhaps critical of his care of another open Oct. 4, the night Andre was taken to
seal, Cabot Spot, a visitor from the aquari Camden to receive the Chamber of Com
um who swam out to sea Oct. 4 and hasn’t merce Townsperson of the Year Award.
"In the course of the conversation, Carla
returned.
Goodridge said Monday he would like to said, ’It is very expensive to feed Andre,’ so
see Andre swim loose in the Atlantic Oceian|^:I guess they don’t want him back this
tuF winter,” Goodridge theorized.
this year rather then spend the winter in th<
The aquarium director, John Prescott,
aquarium.
Goodridge has sent Andre to the aquari said Monday that he is not clear "just what
um in mid-November during the past few Harry’s thoughts are about where Andre
years to spend the winter. Andre has been will spend the winter.”
Prescott said he has read about the pros
released in Marblehead, Mass., each spring
and each year faithfully swam home to pects of Andre going to an aquarium in
Portland but understands the facilities will
Rockport.
Before spending winters at the aquarium, not be available this winter.
"I am going to call Harry to try to
Andre had been released in the harbor,
where he occasionally got into some mis straighten out the situation,” Prescott said,
chief involving boats on moorings.
See ANDRE
The question of whether Andre would
Back page this section
return to the aquarium this winter arose
By JEAN FREEDMAN
Coastal Bureau

If trainer Harry Goodridge (shown in boat) does not
comply with new Federal regulations concerning the keeping
of wild animals, Andre the seal may have to go to court. The
Marine Mammal Act of 1979 goes into effect Thursday and
will regulate the licensing and pen size for marine mammals

not covered by the Animal Welfare Act of 1966. Goodridge,
Andre’s friend and trainer for the past 18 years, says he has
no intention of following the rules laid down by the U.S. Department of Agriculture. (UPI file photo)
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Andre may winter in Portland

Mainers Tareest KtvmX’s.m Snv^6 G“'f °f Maine aqu^rium’ Tom Hardy- said a
Diant Boston
™IG0M> mu u
KenJe of Andre the sm!
to ^ndre wouM be a big boost
Andrei
?° them’ .said Goodr'dge.
Goodridee Lv "
The aquarium needs help."
Gooariage, says he s been
The aquarium is now housed
tnmking about moving his pro- in a converted railway barge
tege to Portland
since he on Long Wharf. But TRIGOM,
heard about efforts to estab- a non-profit group involved ii
lish an aquarium there.
marine research, is hoping to
build a multi-million dollar faFor years, Andre has spent cility along the Portland wahis winters in the New Eng- terfront.
land Aquarium in Boston.
Goodridge said he would like
Each spring, the celebrity seal to continue Andre’s tradition
swims 160 miles up the New of starting his annual swim
England coast to Rockport, from Marblehead, Mass
where he holds the title of hon- where crowds of more than 1 orary harbormaster and enter- 000 flock to the beach to watch
tains summer tourists with his the seal's splashdown,
repertoire of tricks.
One solution, said GoodGoodridge said Andre would ridge, would be to have Andre
serve as a drawing card for the divide his time between
new Portland aquarium, being Boston and Portland
sponsored by The Research In- The director of the Portland

harbor pen would be built to
accommodate Andre, and the
water would have to be
cleaned by means of a filtration system.

Hardy also said his aquari-

In Boston, a spokeswoman

um would probably acquire a
younger seal so that the VIP
visitor would be assured of
some companionship when he
checks ir

at the New England Aquarium
said she was unaware of any
changes in plans for Andre
She described him as “very,
..........there.
very popular”

Anthropomorphically speaking
Unreported in any newspaper, as far as we
know, was the response of Gov. Joseph Brennan
to a question put to him during a regular
Augusta press conference by NEWS Augusta
bureau chief Davis Rawson.
“Governor,” asked Rawson, “a few months
ago after you misjudged the popularity of An
dre the seal and devalued his newsworthiness,
and people got mad, you pledged to make a per
sonal visit to Andre in order to patch things
up.”
“Yes,” the governor acknowledged.
“Then,” continued newsman Rawson, “are
you ever going to follow through on your pledge,
or is it just another broken promise? ”
Although the governor did pledge anew that
he would visit Andre as a demonstration of ap
preciation for Andre’s high standing in the
popularity polls, he has yet to make good on this
particular promise.
The governor had best get cracking.

Andre, who never was a run-of-the-mill seal
when the governor said he was getting too
many headlines, has just been elevated to per
sonage.
That’s right. The Camden Chamber of Com
merce has named Andre “Townsperson of the
Year,” along with his trainer Harry Goodridge.
Not only is this an accomplishment unparall
eled in the annal^ of sealdom, but it is just the
kind of recognition and public exposure that
fosters political careers.
We wonder.
Now that Andre is no longer wintering in the
Bay State and has taken on full permanent
residency in Maine, is he after a bigger kettle of
fish?
Augusta’s career politicians ought to keep an
eye on Andre. His arfable nature, his new civic
stature and his incredible grass roots populari
ty could make him a force to be reckoned with
come the next gubernatorial election.

CAPE COD TIMES,

Andre wins
year 'parole'
ROCKPORT Maine (UPI) — Andre the seal is going to
rough it this winter.
Usually, Andre flies south to the New England
Aquarium in Boston when it starts getting cold and then
swims 200 miles back up the coast each spring to scenic
Rockport Harbor, where he spends his summers
performing daily tricks for tourists.
But Andre’s trainer, Harry Goodridge, said Tuesday
he’s decided not to send the famous 18-year-old homing
seal to his “winter prison” in Boston this year.
Goodridge, who found Andre as an orphaned pup,
began flying the seal to the aquarium six years ago
because he bothered local fishermen by sunning himself
on their boats during the winter months.
But he said Andre’s behavior seems to have improved
and said he’s gotten “vibes” the seal would prefer to re
main free in the ocean this winter.
“He’s been behaving very well and not jumping in
boats. He comes in here (to the harbor) once in a while
and he’s been fine,” said Goodridge.
“Six years in the brink is a long enough sentence,” he
added, referring to the aquarium.
Asked if the icy waters of the North Atlantic are a bet
ter habitat than the acquarium, Goodridge said, “Are
you kidding? Is a bird happier flying in the air?”
He said the seal may swim south for a while “when it
starts to get real cold, and the fish move out.”
Goodridge’s decision surprised officials at the
aquarium where Andre has become a popular attrac
tion.
“That’s news to me,” said aquarium Director John
Prescott. “I spoke to Harry about 10 days ago, when he
said Andre was still swimming around and he’d contact
me to return him here as soon as he returned.”
Prescott said “prison” is “an interesting term" for the
aquarium, “but I guess that’s his prerogative. I think
Andre has come down here and wintered here very
well.”
He added he doubts if the seal’s absence will cause a

A WINTER VACATION lies ahead for Andre
the seal, shown here with his "adopted father"
Harry Goodridge of Rockport, Maine. For the
first time in six years, Andre won't winter at
Boston's N.E. Aquarium.
(UPI Photo)
decrease in visitors to the aquarium or an avalanche of
complaints.
Goodridge said anyone writing him with complaints
“has got to send a stamped, selfaddressed envelope if
they want an answer.”

Andre in limelight again
Andre the seal displays the medal
awarded him by the Chamber of Commerce at Camden, where he and trainer Harry Goodridge were jointly

named Townsperson of the Year. The
recognition of their role in creating international awareness of the region
was the first dual award. (UPI)
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ROCKPORT,
Maine
(UPI) — Andre the seal,
who swims up the New
England coast every year
to spend the summer in
Rockport, was honored
Thursday night as the
resort community’s
“Townsperson of the
Year.”

The Camden-Rockport
Chamber of Commerce
also
honored
Harry
Goodridge, Andre’s trainer
and caretaker, as “Citizen
of the Year.”
Andre, a harbor seal,
spends his winters at the
New England Aquarium in
Boston. Each spring, he is
thrown back in the ocean
and swims 150 miles up the
Atlantic coast to Rockport
where he spends the
summer and fall lounging
in the sun and performing

tricks for tourists.
Among the accolades
Andre received Thursday
night was a telegram from
Gov. Joseph E. Brennan
which read:

Congratulations Andre
For too long you have not
ceived the recognition
you deserve. I think I am in
a position to tell you that
you have more fans and
supporters than you may
have heard from them

Brennan created a storm
^ controversy this spring
and a flood

of mail from '

animal lovers — when he
criticized the news media
for giving too much at
tention to Andre and not
enough to his iegisiat?VP
Programs.
Sisiative
Among the tricks Andre

Goodridge ta±?rhwkich
make into a ™
to
whenever BrenS?0"6
« mentioned
S name

Andre the seal accepts the Townsperson of the
with trainer Harry Goodridge at the Chamber of Commerce
dinner last Thursday. Presenting the award is C of C president
George Martens. A bucket of fish helped persuade Andre to
accept the medallion.

‘Townsperson’ award
won by Andre the seal
by Rebecca Wassell
Andre the Seal won the
Townsperson of the Year Award
along with trainer Harry
Goodridge at the Chamber of
Commerce dinner and annual
meeting at the Whitehall Inn last
Thursday night.
A large medallion was gingerly
placed around Andre's neck by
Chamber president George
Martens, Jr. It was the first time
that the annual award has ever
been presented to dual recipients
and undoubtedly the only time the
award has gone to a seal.
The award was the undisputed
high point of the dinner with
television cameras and
microphones surrounding the seal
and reporters and chamber
members eagerly edging closer for
a better view. The audience was
obviously delighted with Andre’s
dry-land performance, which in
cluded hissing loudly into the
microphone in response to a
telegram sent especially to him by
Governor Brennan.
“Congratulations Andre,"
Goodridge read from the telegram
as Andre blew rudely into the

have not received the recognition
you deserve." The telegram
referred to a recent, much
publicized remark by the governor
that the media often over
emphasizes Andre at the expense
of what the governor called more
important news stories.
The Tow nsperson of the Year is
selected by the Chamber from
nominations by residents and is
presented to one who has made
significant contributions to the
community.
Andre was praised by Martens
for the many contributions he has
made by entertaining thousands
from all over the world with his
performances in Rockport har
bor.
Following Andre's exit, the
speaker for the dinner. Roger
Masquelier from Mansfield, Ohio
took the podium commenting I
“now that's a hard act to follow."
Masquelier gave a humorous
speech concerning the Chamber of
Commerce's role in the communi
ty
Business conducted at the
dinner included election of three

Andre and Harry now
By JEAN FREEDMAN
Coastal Bureau
CAMDEN — Andre the seal made a spe
cial trip from his Rockport Harbor pen to
the dining room of Whitehall Inn here to
accept the Chamber of Commerce Towns
person of the Year award Thursday.
Accompanying Andre, and co-recipient
of the award, was the 18-year-old seal’s
friend and trainer, Harry Goodridge. The
presentation of the awards to the "famous
team” was made by George Martens Jr.,
president of the Rockport-Camden-Lincolnville Chamber of Commerce. Andre
was presented with a medallion attached
to a leather collar and Goodridge received
a plaque.
In his introduction, Martens mentioned
that the famous team had helped the econ
omy of the area, adding that thousands of
people have seen the seal perform from his
pen in Rockport Harbor.
Martens was unsuccessful in his at
tempts to place the medallion around
Andre’s neck. After several attempts,
Goodridge put the collar on the seal, who
seemed more interested in the pail of fish
nearby.
Andre, who was on the floor near the
dias, performed several tricks for the
chamber members, who stood up to get a
better view.
In response to a comment about Gov.
Joseph E. Brennan made by Goodridge,
Andre clapped. And then Goodrich asked
Andre what he realy thought of the gover
nor and Andre hissed into the microphone.

Martens said the governor was asl/ea to
make the presentation but was unable to
attend. He then read the telegram sent to
Andre by Brennan.
Following the reading of the telegram,
Andre hissed into the microphone as
Goodridge placed it in front of the seal’s
face.
At times during the 15 minutes he was
in the dining room, Andre waddled off the
special piece of canvas that had been
placed in front of the dias and greeted
some of the chamber members. Each time
he left the canvas he was enticed back
with a piece of fish and a call from Good
ridge.
The trainer said this was the first time
Andre had been on a "live stage.” His
debut in the inn’s dining room, with the
glare of lights for movie cameras, did not
seem to phase the mammal at all. He
pulled at Goodridge’s pants leg and would
only release it when the audience has said
the magic word, "fish.”
Andre performed several other tricks,
including clapping, rolling over and sneez
ing.
Andre was actually reluctant to get back
into his travelling pen, which had been
placed just outside the dining room door.
Goodridge said he was going to take the
seal back to the harbor and release him,
"for a night on the bay.”
The trainer said he would get up about
dawn, go to the harbor and try to get
Andre back into his pen "before he gets
into mischief.”

Harry Goodridge
friend of seal

Andre congratulated
in Brennan telegram

Andre
friend of man

AUGUSTA (AP) — Gov. Joseph E. Bren
nan couldn’t attend Andre the Seal’s
awards dinner Thursday night, so he sent
the seal a telegram.
"Congratulations Andre, for too long
you have not received the recognition you
deserve,” Brennan told the seal, who was
honored as "Townsman of the Year,” by
the Camden-Rockport-Lincolnville Cham
ber of Commerce.
"I think I am in a position to tell you that
you have more fans and supporters than
you may know, believe me, because I have
heard from all of them,” said the governor
to the seal.
Brennan caused a storm of protest from
Andre lovers when he suggested to a

Maine Press Association dinner that news
papers sometimes emphasize too many
cute stories over serious news about gov
ernment. He mentioned Andre as a subject
of those cute stories, and he’s never heard
the end of it.
Brennan closed his telegram with good
wishes for Harry Goodridge, Andre’s train
er, who was also honored by the chamber
at a Camden dinner.
And Brennan added, to the seal, "I hope
you do decide to become a full-time, yearround Maine resident. Maybe I can show
you around Portland sometime.”
Goodridge has said he might have Andre
winter in Portland instead of Boston if
Portland builds an aquarium.

Andre the seal

Andre is named
'man of year'
I
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By Mike McGuire
District Correspondent
CAMDEN — It was a slim Andre the seal who slithered
and hopped his way across the floor of the main dining room
at the Whiiehall Inn Thursday night to accept the “Man of
the Year Award” from the Rockport-Camden-Lincolnville
Chamber of Commerce.
Andre and his trainer, Harry Goodridge, were recipients
of the annual award, which was presented before a standingroom-only crowd at the inn by chamber president George
Martens Jr.
b
In his introductory remarks, Martens praised Goodridge
for his many years of service to the communities and made
special note of Goodridge’s deep love of animals. He describ
ed Goodridge as “a man’s man; always willing to lend a
helping hand.”
Following the ceremony, in which a large medallion was
placed around Andre’s neck, Goodridge asked the 18-yearold seal what he thought of Gov. Joseph Brennan. In his best
acting form, Andre rolled on his side and clapped loudly
goodridge announced that he believed Andre was “telling a
lie.”
°
George Martens then produced a telegram from the
governor to Andre in honor of the award.
In it Brennan said, “For too long you have not received the
recognition you deserve. I think I am in a position to tell you
that you have more friends and supporters than you may
know. Believe me, because I have heard from them all ”
The governor also said he hoped, “You (Andre) do decide to
become a full-time, year-round Maine resiient. Maybe I can
show you around Portland sometime. ”
When asked by Goodridge for a response to the governor’s
telegram, Andre stuck his nose against the preferred
microphone and answered with a resounding “Bronx
cheer.
Always the showman, Andre delighted the audience with a
series of tricks, even performing on command for Martens
Goodridge was also presented a plaque by the chamber
and before leaving told the audience that in honor of Andre’s
award he was allowing the seal a “night on the bay.”
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JUST LIKE A SEAL OUT OF WATER — Andre The Seal and trainer Harry
Goodridge were named the recipients of the 1979 Townsperson of the Year Award
Thursday night by the Rockport-Caniden-Lincolnville Chamber of Commerce.
Pictured from the left in the Whitehall Inn dining room are Andre, George Martens
Jr., president of the chamber, and Goodridge.
Staff Photo by Caswell

Andre, Harry Goodridge Are
1979 Dual Recipients Of
R-C-L C Of C 'Townsperson'Award
by Robert Caswell
Camden Area Bureau
CAMDEN — It was a first for the Rock
port-Camden-Lincolnville Chamber of
Commerce, the Whitehall Inn and even
the highly acclaimed Andre the Seal.
A rather slim Andre and trainer Harry
Goodridge waddled and walked respec
tively into the dining room of the White
hall Inn Thursday night to accept the 1979
Townsperson of the Year Award from the
local chamber of commerce.
Definitely a First
Chamber President George Martens
Jr. duly noted that it was the first time
the chamber had ever presented a “dual

award,” especially to a man and a seal.
The Whitehall Inn staff members, some
of whom carried cameras as well as
trays, were obviously delighted to have
the famous seal visit the High Street
establishment. And Goodridge told the
standing-room-only audience that the
ceremony gave Andre the opportunity to
make his first “dry land” performance.
Andre obviously sensed that he was the
main attraction at an extra special event.
At first the seal refused to wear the large
Townsperson of the Year medallion
around his neck but he quickly agreed to
Continued on the Back Page

THE PROUD WINNER of the 1979 Townsperson of the Year Award displays the
medallion presented to him by the Rockport-Camden-Lincolnville Chamber of Com
merce. Andre actually shared the honor with his trainer Harry Goodridge.
Staff Photo by Caswell
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Andre

(Continued from Page One)

d<f so when Goodridge offered him some
fish.
The master showman then proceeded
to enthrall the audience with his large
repertoire of tricks. He mugged for the
television cameras, rolled over, clapped,
sneezed on cue, tugged at Goodridge’s
pantlegs in an effort to procure more fish,
and hissed loudly whenever Governor
Joseph E. Brennan's name was men
tioned.
Brennan Telegram
Brennan was unable to attend the
awards banquet although he did send the
seal a telegram. “Congratulations An
dre,” said Brennan, “for too long you
have not received the recognition you de
serve." Brennan received a laugh from
the audience and another loud hiss from
Andre when he stated, “I think I am in a
position to tell you that you have more
fans and supporters than you may know,
believe me, because I have heard from
all of them.”
The governor was referring to the con
troversy he created when he told a Maine
Press Association gathering that the me
dia often emphasizes Andre and other
such human interest stories over what he
termed to be the more important news
stories. Andre and his legion of followers
did not take kindly to Brennan's remark.
Following the 15 minute presentation,
Goodridge led Andre out of the room. The
trainer said he was going to take the seal
back to Rockport Harbor “for a night on
the town, or 1 should say a night on the
bay.”
In making the award, Martens praised
Goodridge for the many contributions he
has made to the local area. He called
Goodridge “a real man’s man” and add
ed that the Rockport resident “is always
willing to lend a helping hand.”
Goodridge and his family have lived in
Rockport since 1945. He founded Good
ridge Tree Service in 1946 and served as
Rockport Harbormaster for nearly 25
years. Martens also mentioned Good
ridge’s love of animals.
Goodridge found the now famous seal
in May of 1961 when the mammal was
just two days old. Andre went on to be
come a close member of the Goodridge
family, the honorary Rockport Harbor
master and the world’s most famous seal.
Martens noted that people from many
parts of the world know Andre and his
hometown of Rockport.
The winners of the annual Townsperson
of the Year Award are selected from a
list of nominations. The award is present
ed to the area residents who have made
significant contributions to their com-

Harry And The Wayward Seals
ROCKPORT — Harry Goodridge’s
wayward seals still haven’t returned
home to their pen in Rockport Harbor,
and he wishes he knew how to get them
home again.
“I’m trying to get Andre to follow me
back,” he said. Andre has recently been
sighted in the Rockland area around the
shipyards. Cabot Spot, however, has
been away for a month and no verified
sightings have been reported.
Goodridge would like to get Andre to
return — “I wish I knew how,” but he
suspects that Cabot Spot may have be
come wild. “I don’t care if he has re
turned to the wild. That’s his business,”
Goodridge said.
If and when Andre does return, Good
ridge will make plans for him to be trans
ported to the New England Aquarium in

Boston, for winter accommodations. The
cost of the trip, approximately $500, will
be funded by contributions collected
during Andre’s performances during the
summer.
Goodridge said original plans called
for the trip to take place about mid-No
vember, but if Andre hasn’t returned to
the pen by then, the trip will be made at
a later date. “It all depends on him,”
Goodridge said.
More than $248 billion went out to indivi
duals in either direct or indirect payments
through 182 different federal government
programs in fiscal 1977, ending Sept. 30,1977.
The biggest bite, about $83 bi Ilion, was
for Social Security with Medi-Care running
second at $22 billion, and unemployment in
surance third at $13 billion.
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Dog Tags for Andre the Seal?
Dear Sir:
One of the silliest, most ludicrous and
totally ridiculous things I have read in a
newspaper in this decade is the action
contemplated by the United States Department
of Agriculture to enforce the Marine Mammals
Act against Harry Goodridge. Mr. Goodridge is
the trainer of Andre, the seal, at Rockport and a
Maine landmark for eighteen years.
The government has sent (honestly) two
USDA representatives. One is from the USDA
Veterinary Services and the other is a USDA
Animal Care Inspector. They are seeking to
enforce a law that will extract a five dollar
license fee from Mr. Goodridge.

&

Imagine the cost to the taxpayer for these
two latterday government enforcers to travel
great distances to harrass Mr. Goodridge who
has turned Andre into one of the greatest tourist
attractions in Maine. I have frequently read
about Andre’s adventures in The San Francisco
Chronicle and The Los Angeles Times. Now,
after eighteen years, the USDA has suddenly
discovered America’s most famous and most
publicized seal. Big deal.
They also say the seal's cage is too small
after he has been living in it all these years. Who
in hell ever set up standards for seal cages? I
know where there are some mussels living in
very crowded conditions, probably at an
enormous penalty to their right of privacy.
Probably USDA will some day discover this and
send help.
I wish to offer to pay Andre’s license fee
and will send Mr. Goodridge a check on request
and I also offer to pay the one way travel
expense necessary to get those two damn fools
from USDA out of Maine.
Sincerely,'.
Bill Benson
Manset
—
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Augusta, Wednesday, November 21, 1979

-UPI

Andre and trainer Harry Goodridge

Andre to winter
at sea this year
ROCKPORT (AP) — For the first time in six years,
Andre the seal will spend the winter at sea — any part of
it he chooses — instead of in the New England Aquarium
in Boston, his trainer says.
Harry Goodridge said Tuesday he’s not at all worried
about the safety of the 18-year-old harbor seal in the
ocean. “The first 12 years of his life he’s been free. It’s
only the last six years that we had him confined for a
while,” Goodridge said.
A spokeswoman for the aquarium, which had expected
Goodridge to fly Andre to Boston this month, said Andre
would be missed by the many visitors who come to see
him perform. But she also said the aquarium wants its
seals to develop the ability to survive on their own.
Goodridge, who has said in the past that he regarded
the aquarium as “Andre’s winter prison" and would
prefer to see him swim free, said his decision did not re
flect on the aquarium’s treatment of Andre.
The aquarium has said “that he’s welcome any time he
wants to come down there,” Goodridge said. “He swam
to Marblehead (Mass.) once on his own and he might do it
again this year.”
Andre has become famous for swimming each spring
from Marblehead to Rockport, where he spends the sum
mers.
Andre has been frolicking in the waters of Penobscot
Bay for the past month and has not caused any trouble for
fishermen or small boats, Goodridge said.
He said Andre may migrate with seal herds in the bay
this winter if the fish supply changes, although there is an
ample supply in the bay now.
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The year 1979 is ending on an unhappy note for two
large groups in the coastal area. Fans of Andre the Seal
have yet to see hint on the television program "Real
People" despite two announcements that the film of
Andre would be shown; and fans of the Camden Snow
Bowl, who have had to be content with very limited
skiing on man-made snow in December.
The producers of “Real People" say that Andre def
initely will be shown Jan. 9. NBC has been Hooded
with letters from Andre fans all over the country. Ty
pical is the letter written by Mrs. Dwight L.ord of Hope
in the summer and Venice, Fla., in the winter.
Mrs. Lord said in part: “It’s hard for us to imagine
any TV show given the exposure accorded to “Real
People" with such poor previewing and editing that its
director is not fully aware before air time exactly what
will be shown. What could have been used to your ad
vantage and enthusiastic following is becoming, instead,
a credibility gap.
“xxxx. We suggest that you have a debt to a consid
erable group, which has been led to expect to see Andre
on your show, and that it is about time the debt is paid!!"
Only Mother Nature can help the second group, but
perhaps she will perform her wintery duty before Jan. 9.

Boston visit
offfor Andre ~
By Gerard Weidmann
Globe Staff
It appears that Andre the seal, a feature attraction at
Boston’s New England Aquarium for the past six win
ters, will spend this winter at his seasonal home in the
waters off Rockport, Maine, it was disclosed yesterday.
Andre, who has captured the hearts of persons of all
ages during his swims from the aquarium on the down
town waterfront to'Maine each spring, seems to be enjoy
ing his year-round freedom, according to his trainer,
Harry Goodridge.
“He seems to have learned his lesson," Goodridge told
The Globe yesterday.
The trainer was referring to Andre’s good conduct in
the Maine waters these chilly nights, compared with his
early years there.
Explaining why Andre will not be coming to Boston
this winter, Goodridge noted that for “the first 12 years
of his life this is what we did.”
The trainer explained that in those days Andre used
to climb into boats to sleep at night, and many times he
would swamp them, especially the smaller ones.
And he always seemed to pick the same boats as ha
vens, causing boat owners to get upset that their boats
were continually being overturned.
As a result, according to Goodridge, Andre was air
lifted to Boston each fall and spent the winter at the
aquarium.
“He is behaving himself," Goodridge said yesterday.
“He has gained weight. He comes in to see me regularly.
He seems to have learned his lesson.”
As far as Goodridge is concerned, Andre will remain
free as long as he behaves himself, despite a report from
an aquarium spokesman that Goodridge had told aquar
ium Director John Prescott last week that Andre would
be brought to Boston when he returns to his Maine pen,
probably in a matter of weeks.

Andre kisses Harry Goodridge after swimming from
Marblehead to Rockport, Maine, in 1978. (UP1 photo)

PEOPLE IN THE NEWS
Alan Alda has been a popular college commencement
speaker for several years, even lecturing medical school
graduates on the humanistic philosophy of “Hawkeye Pierce,
M.D.,” his character on television’s “M*A*S*H” series. Con
necticut College in New London says Alda has agreed to
speak at graduation ceremonies there May 25. He was chosen
by the students at the college, who include Eve Alda, his
daughter, a senior.
Harry Goodridge of Rockport, Maine, says Andre the
seal will not be appearing at the New England Aquarium in
Boston this winter. Goodridge, the seal’s trainer, says there
are many fish in Penobscot Bay. Andre has been mingling
with a small herd of his fellow harbor seals near Rockland
harbor and Goodridge has decided not to tear him away for
the winter. “I have nothing against the aquarium, but it is an
aquarium,” he said. “He spent his first 12 winters swimming
free and it’s time he did it again.” Andre has been a popular
\ attraction at the aquarium for six winters.

(UPI)

At 10 years of age, Angelo Repole didn’t hesitate to
isk it all on the rolling dice in the National Monopoly
Championship. Angelo, left, first defeated 1,500 fellow
lew Yorkers, then won a regional competition in Bos>n this summer. At the finals in New York, however,
9 lost to defending champion Dana Terman, 23, of
taryland. The youngster outlasted Steve McCue, 31, a
ychotherapist from Kansas City, Kan., Rick Slayer,
, an auto parts dealer from Fort Wayne, Ind., and Da1 Ulmer, 22, a Los Angeles banker, before landing on
rman’s heavily developed Park Place square. He
d what he could and shook hands with the winner bee retreating to the men’s room to dry his tears,
ju’re second best in the country. We’re proud of
,” his mother, Claudia Repole of Staten Island, told
i, after reminding him it’s only a game, after all.

Ruth Mallory of Santa Cruz, Calif., has threatened to
hold back a planned $200,000 contribution to the local Boys
Club if the club lets girls join. Mrs. Mallory helped set up the
. club to fill a gap in boys’ lives when they moved from the
farms to the town, leaving their farm chores behind. The
girls, she said, still had housework to do. Some of the latest
generation of girls in Santa Cruz are suing the Boys Club,
charging illegal sex discrimination since it won’t let girls
join.

★
Queen Elizabeth II and Prince Philip celebrated their
32nd wedding anniversary Tuesday amid a full schedule of
royal activities. They had a luncheon guest, French Presi
dent Valery Giscard d’Estaing, at Buckingham Palace. The
queen opened a fair in London and was scheduled to see
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher in the evening. Prince
Philip also was scheduled to open a farmers’ banquet in Sus, sex. The 53-year-old queen and her 58-year-old husband have
four children, Prince Charles, 31; Princess Anne, 29; Prince
Andrew, 19, and Prince Edward,

1

Letters
To the editor:
At this time of year our thoughts turn to
gardens, bird migrations, warm weather and
Andre the seal. Contrary to the impression I
got from a statement made by Governor ■
Brennan last week, I believe the Maine '
people thoroughly enjoy all of the publicity
concerning this intelligent, inquisitive fellow.
Anyone who has seen him. read his book, or
followed bis escapades from Massachusetts
to Maine certainly gets excited at this time to
follow his yearly trip home. Governor Joe,
Andre turns me on! Headlines showing politi
cal hasties, executions in Iran, suicides in Jonestown, inflationary prices, natural
disasters and the ills of drugs leave me utter
ly depressed.
So, w hen May 2 arrives and Andre departs
from Massachusetts to head back to Rock
port, my eyes and ears will be open to learn
all 1 can about this lovable chap. We all wish
him a safe journey to Harry and home.
Cynthia L. Hennessey
,
Jefferson

Kennebec Journal, Augusta, Tuesday, May 1,1979

A vote for Andre
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Celebrity
Rockport
Rockport’s Honorary Harbor
master is one of Maine’s most
famous personalities. Known for
his charm, wit, and intelligence,
Andre now has a fan club in Boston
as well.
Andre is a harbor seal, nearly
twenty years old, who was raised,
loved, and trained by Rockport
resident Harry Goodridge. During
their years together, Andre taught
Goodridge and others much about
the unique characteristics and
abilities of harbor seals. In the
process, Andre and Goodridge
became fast friends. So much so
that Andre, who now spends his
winters at the New England
Aquarium, swims back to Rock
port every spring to summer in the
harbor.
Though Andre has never been a
professional performer, he is a
natural ham and has an impressive
repertoire of tricks up his flipper.

The best time to meet Andre and
catch an impromptu show is late in
the afternoon (sometime between 4
and 7) when Goodridge goes down
to the Harbor to feed Andre. You’ll
appreciate meeting this celebrity
even more if you pick up a copy of
A Seal Called Andre, on sale at
most bookstores in Maine’s coastal
towns.

Awards
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ANDRE RETURNS — Andre the seal, Maine’s most celebrated
summer tourist, arrived in his native Rockport after making his
sixth annual swim from Massachusetts in record time. Andre’s

trainer, Harry Goodridge of Rockport, said the 220-pound
harbor seal made the 160-mile voyage in 65 hours — about 17
hours faster than last year. Home is an aquarium in Boston.

Seal’s homecoming swim snaps mark
ROCKPORT, Maine (AP) — Maine’s
most celebrated tourist, Andre the seal, be
gan his sixth vacation in this mid-coastal
town last week after breaking the record for
his annual 160-mile swim from Massachu
setts.
The 220-pound harbor seal arrived in his
hometown at 8:45 a.m. — 65 hours after
being set loose in the Atlantic near Marble
head, Mass., and 17 hours faster than last
year’s trip.
Andre, who winters at Boston’s New

England Aquarium, was only a few days old
when his parents apparently abandoned him
18 years ago among the rocks that separate
Rockport from the ocean. That was when
Harry A. Goodridge, 63, first took him in.
“Men who hunt have dogs, and he
thought a seal would be fun to have as a
companion,” the trainer’s wife, Thalice Goo
dridge, said Saturday as her husband fed
alewives — Andre’s favorite fish — to his
exuberant, whiskered friend. “I suppose
there must be some kind of bond between

them^’ she added.
Goodridge cared for the seal until 1973,
when he arranged for the berth in Boston.
He allowed him to roam the ocean in winter
and fed him faithfully when Andre returned
every summer.
Why he still comes back remains a mys
tery, Mrs. Goodridge said. “I guess because
it’s home to him. He kind of baffles all the
scientists.”
Even after all his furious paddling, Andre
still had. energy to kiss his master on arrival.

